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Abstract—Channel-width adaptation can optimize multiple per-4
formance metrics of a wireless communication link, includ-5
ing transmission rate, communication range, resilience to delay6
spread, and power consumption. Supporting variable channel7
width has been considered one of the most critical features of a8
communication radio. How to leverage a channel-width adaptive9
radio to improve throughput of a wireless network is a challenging10
problem in the medium access control (MAC) layer. So far, there11
exist research results on either theoretical analysis or protocol12
implementation for a point-to-multipoint (PMP) infrastructure13
network. However, the impact of channel width to a multihop14
wireless network has not been fully investigated yet. More specifi-15
cally, how to exploit variable channel width to enhance throughput16
of a multihop wireless network remains an unresolved research17
issue. This paper addresses this issue in wireless mesh networks18
(WMNs) considering orthogonal frequency-division multiple-19
access (OFDMA)-based channel-width adaptation. Theoretical20
analysis is first carried out to identify appropriate algorithms for21
channel width adaptation. To this end, resource allocation with22
OFDMA-based channel-width adaptation is formulated as an op-23
timization problem, which is proved to be NP-complete. To reduce24
the computational complexity, a greedy algorithm is derived to25
obtain a suboptimal solution. Based on such a greedy algorithm,26
a distributed MAC protocol is designed for channel-width adap-27
tation for OFDMA-based WMNs. It takes advantage of variable28
channel width in different time slots to achieve highly efficient re-29
source allocation. Simulation results illustrate that the distributedAQ1 30
MAC protocol significantly outperforms MAC protocols based on31
traditional channel-width adaptation.32

Index Terms—Channel-width adaptation, distributed medium33
access control (MAC) protocol, wireless mesh networks (WMNs).34

I. INTRODUCTION35

ADJUSTING channel width can optimize a few perfor-36

mance metrics of a wireless communication link. For37

example, given a certain level of transmission power, reducing38

the channel width of a wireless link can reliably increase its39

communication range; if the channel width is further reduced,40
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then the power consumption can be also decreased without 41

compromising the communication range. Thus, channel-width 42

adaptation can optimize both communication range and power 43

consumption that are usually in conflict with each other in a 44

wireless link with fixed channel width [1]. Considering another 45

scenario where a vehicular network is built based on orthogo- 46

nal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM), when a vehicle 47

moves from a rural area to a suburb area, the delay spread of 48

its communication link may increase to a level larger than the 49

guard interval of OFDM symbols; however, reducing channel 50

width is effective to fix this problem [2]. 51

Because of the benefits of channel-width adaptation, sup- 52

porting multiple options of channel width in a communication 53

radio has become a common practice. For example, many IEEE 54

802.11 chipsets made by Atheros (now part of Qualcomm) 55

support channel widths of 5, 10, 20, and 40 MHz. Similarly, 56

WiMAX and long-term evolution chipsets also support a set of 57

different channel widths. However, how to utilize such commu- 58

nication radios to improve network performance is a nontrivial 59

task because a wireless network usually involves many com- 60

munication links that all demand channel-width adaptation. In 61

a point-to-multipoint (PMP) wireless network such as the IEEE 62

802.11 basic service set in infrastructure mode or an extended 63

PMP network such as the IEEE 802.11 extended service set, 64

research work has been conducted to utilize channel-width 65

adaptation. In [1], the advantages of channel-width adaptation 66

are analyzed using commodity IEEE 802.11 radios. A simple 67

channel-width adaptation algorithm is derived for the basic 68

scenario of a single link with two communication nodes. In 69

[3] and [4], the channel widths of all access points in the 70

distribution system of an IEEE 802.11 network are optimized 71

according to different traffic load distributions in each basic 72

service set. As a result, the throughput and the fairness of 73

bandwidth distribution of the entire IEEE 802.11 network are 74

greatly enhanced [3], [4]. A general case of adaptive channel- 75

width allocation in base stations considering the demands of 76

clients is analyzed in [5], where throughput maximization is 77

formulated as a maximum bipartite flow problem. 78

The channel-adaptation algorithms in [1] and [3]–[5] are 79

not applicable to a multihop wireless network because they all 80

assume that the network works in a single-hop infrastructure 81

mode. For multihop wireless networks, there still lack channel- 82

width adaptation algorithms. Different types of multihop wire- 83

less networks are characterized by different features, which 84

leads to different requirements and challenges in channel- 85

width adaptation. For example, in a mobile ad hoc network, 86

channel-width adaptation can be utilized to compensate delay 87

spread and increase link stability. However, since the network 88
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topology is highly variable due to mobility, allocating different89

channel widths to different links is an extremely challenging90

task. In a wireless mesh network (WMN) [6], mobility is91

minimal. In particular, in the infrastructure of a WMN, all92

communication links remain stationary [6]. As a result, issues93

such as communication range, delay spread, and link stability94

can be considered during the network design and deployment95

phase. However, there exists one highly variable parameter96

that impacts the performance of WMNs, which is traffic load97

distribution on each link. It is rather common in WMNs that98

some links experience heavy traffic, whereas other links support99

only light traffic. To conduct efficient resource allocation for100

these links, a link with light traffic must be assigned with a very101

small resource unit, whereas a link with heavy traffic needs a102

large number of such resource units. If a time slot with fixed103

channel width is considered as a resource unit, then it is difficult104

to achieve the fine granularity of a small resource unit. For105

example, in many wireless networks, a link with fixed channel106

width can deliver a rate of 50 Mb/s or more; to achieve a107

resource unit of 100 Kb/s, the time slot length is 240 μs when108

the frame size is 1500 bytes and can be as small as 24 μs when109

the frame size is 150 bytes. Implementing such a small time slot110

is extremely challenging and can also result in large overhead111

due to the need of guard time. This problem can be properly112

solved by leveraging channel-width adaptation. More specifi-113

cally, a fine-grained resource unit can be achieved by reducing114

channel width in a time slot. Thus, in this paper, channel-width115

adaptation algorithms and protocols are developed to satisfy116

heterogeneous traffic demands on various links in WMNs.117

Traditionally, channel width of a link can be adjusted by se-118

lecting different options (e.g., 5, 10, 20, and 40 MHz) available119

in a radio. To consider finer channel-width adaptation, orthogo-120

nal frequency-division multiple-access (OFDMA) is adopted.121

We consider a single-radio WMN, where each radio adopts122

OFDMA. The channel width in a time slot of each radio is ad-123

justed by selecting a different number of subchannels. Thus, the124

problem of channel-width adaptation to heterogeneous traffic125

demands in various links is converted to another problem, i.e.,126

how to allocate subchannels and time slots to different links of127

a WMN such that the throughput of the entire network is maxi-128

mized. We have made the following contributions in this paper.129

1) Channel-width adaptation is proposed to resolve the issue130

of mismatch between link capacity and traffic demands.131

Instead of a traditional adaptation mechanism by choos-132

ing different available spectrum (i.e., frequency center133

and frequency bandwidth), OFDMA-based channel-134

width adaptation is proposed as a new mechanism. Based135

on this new mechanism, the channel-width adaptation136

problem in WMNs is converted into a time slot and137

subchannel allocation problem.138

2) An optimization problem is formulated to investigate the139

channel-width adaptation problem in WMNs. The corre-140

sponding decision problem of this optimization problem141

is proved to be NP-complete, which reveals the complex-142

ity of channel-width adaptation in WMNs. To reduce the143

complexity, a greedy algorithm is proposed to obtain a144

suboptimal solution. With the feasible solution from the145

greedy algorithm as the initial population, a genetic algo- 146

rithm (GA) is derived to obtain a near-optimal solution. 147

Taking the GA as a reference, the greedy algorithm is 148

shown to achieve comparable performance as that of a 149

near-optimal solution. 150

3) It is shown that the greedy algorithm can be executed 151

in a distributed way. Thus, this algorithm is incorporated 152

into a distributed medium access control (MAC) protocol 153

for channel-width adaptation in OFDMA WMNs. The 154

MAC protocol is highly adaptive to dynamic network 155

conditions such as variable traffic demands of wireless 156

links. Thus, the throughput of the entire network is greatly 157

improved. 158

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The 159

basic mechanisms and benefits of channel-width adaptation 160

based on OFDMA are explained in Section II, where related 161

work is also presented. The time slot and subchannel allo- 162

cation problem for channel-width adaptation is formulated in 163

Section III, where a greedy algorithm and a GA are devel- 164

oped to obtain a near-optimal solution to resource allocation. 165

Based on the greedy algorithm, a distributed MAC protocol is 166

designed in Section IV. Performance results are presented in 167

Section V, and the paper is concluded in Section VI. 168

II. CHANNEL-WIDTH ADAPTATION BASED ON 169

ORTHOGONAL FREQUENCY-DIVISION MULTIPLE-ACCESS: 170

MECHANISMS, BENEFITS, AND RELATED WORK 171

A. OFDMA-Based Channel-Width Adaptation Mechanisms 172

We consider a single-radio WMN. Traditionally, the channel 173

width of a link can be adjusted by selecting: 1) different options 174

of channel width (e.g., 5, 10, 20, and 40 MHz) available in a ra- 175

dio; and 2) the center frequency of the operation channel spec- 176

trum. However, the performance of this approach is impacted 177

by several drawbacks. First, the granularity of channel-width 178

adjustment is constrained, and thus, the step size of channel- 179

width adjustment is limited. For example, the minimum channel 180

width in an IEEE 802.11 radio must be 5 MHz and the step 181

size is 5, 10, or 20 MHz. Second, the operation spectrum of a 182

channel on a radio must be consecutive. 183

In this paper, a different approach is proposed to adjust 184

channel width. It is based on the capability of subchannels (i.e., 185

a number of subcarriers) allocation of OFDMA. Compared with 186

a radio with traditional channel-width adaptation, an OFDMA- 187

based radio brings several advantages. 188

1) It is flexible to adjust channel width to support traffic 189

demand by selecting a different number of subchannels. 190

2) It does not require the spectrum of the selected subchan- 191

nels to be consecutive, and the step size of channel-width 192

adaptation can be as fine as one subchannel. 193

3) A single OFDMA radio node can support multiple com- 194

munication links at the same time. 195

B. Benefits of the OFDMA-Based Channel-Width Adaptation 196

The benefits of the OFDMA-based channel-width adaptation 197

are demonstrated in the following example. 198
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Fig. 1. Benefits of the OFDMA-based channel-width adaptation scheme. (a) Communication topology. (b) OFDMA-based scheme. (c) Traditional scheme.

A simple WMN with four nodes A, B, C, and D is consid-199

ered in Fig. 1(a), where each node is equipped with one radio.200

The links are directional, and the whole spectrum is assumed201

to be 40 MHz. In the case of the OFDMA-based channel-width202

adaptation mechanism, the whole spectrum is divided into203

16 subchannels. For the traditional channel-width adaptation204

scheme, channel width can only be selected from {5, 10, 20,205

40} MHz, but the center frequency of a channel can be arbitrar-206

ily adjusted. We assume that subchannels are allocated to nodes207

slot by slot, and one subchannel per time slot Δ can convey208

1 unit traffic demand. In Fig. 1(a), the traffic demands in links209

AB, AC, DB, and DC are 6, 1, 3, and 6 units, respectively.210

Considering the OFDMA-based channel-width adaptation211

scheme, the subchannel and time slot allocation is shown in212

Fig. 1(b). To support all traffic demands, the time-division213

multiple-access (TDMA) frame can be as short as Δ, and the214

throughput of the network is (6+ 1+ 3+ 6)/1=16 (units/Δ).215

Considering the traditional channel-width adaptation scheme,216

the channel and time slot allocation is shown in Fig. 1(c). To217

support all traffic demands, the TDMA frame needs to be 2Δ.218

Thus, the throughput of the network is (6 + 1 + 3 + 6)/2 =219

8 (units/Δ).220

This simple example demonstrates that the network through-221

put can be greatly improved by the OFDMA-based channel-222

width adaptation scheme for the following reasons: 1) An223

OFDMA radio can support several communication links simul-224

taneously; and 2) the granularity of channel-width adjustment225

of an OFDMA radio can be as small as a subchannel.226

However, two issues specific to OFDMA-based channel-227

width adaptation need to be considered: 1) channel-width228

adaptation in both frequency domain and time domain, i.e.,229

both time slot and subchannel allocation; and 2) transmitting230

and receiving constraint, i.e., in a time slot, the subchannels231

allocated to a radio can only be used for either transmitting or232

receiving packets because full duplex wireless communications233

[7] are not considered in the OFDMA radio.234

C. Related Work235

So far many research papers have addressed the channel236

allocation problem in WMNs. For papers on single-radio mul-237

tichannel operation [8]–[10], their results are not applicable238

to the OFDMA-based channel-width adaptation because fixed 239

channel width is assumed. For papers on multiradio multichan- 240

nel operation [11], [12], their algorithms cannot be adopted 241

either because in the OFDMA-based channel-width adaptation, 242

there exists a constraint that each node can either transmit 243

or receive packets on subchannels at one time slot, whereas 244

this constraint is not considered in the multiradio multichannel 245

scenarios. In [13], a different channel width is available through 246

channel combining on a radio for the WMNs. However, the 247

approach explained in [13] is different from our OFDMA-based 248

scheme in a single-radio WMN in two aspects: 1) In [13], one 249

node can only maintain one communication link. However, in 250

our scheme, one node can simultaneously support several com- 251

munication links with different nodes; and 2) in [13], a radio 252

can only use continuous channels, but a radio in our scheme 253

can transmit on any subchannels in the communication band. 254

To date, there also exist research results on subcarrier allocation 255

for OFDMA WMNs. In [14], fair allocation of subcarrier and 256

power is studied for a specific WMN with one mesh router and 257

multiple mesh clients. Thus, their point-to-many-points (PMP) 258

structure is different from our ad hoc network model. In [15], 259

a joint power-subcarrier-time allocation algorithm is derived 260

for one cluster of a WMN. In each cluster, the mesh router 261

is responsible for resource assignment for its mesh clients. 262

Thus, their network structure is also PMP. More recently, the 263

resource-allocation problem of multihop OFDMA WMNs has 264

been conducted in [16]–[19]. However, these papers focus on a 265

relay-based two-hop network model. Thus, their algorithms are 266

not applicable to a generic WMN. Consequently, to solve the 267

subchannel allocation problem for channel-width adaptation in 268

generic WMNs, new resource-allocation algorithms need to be 269

derived and an appropriate one must be identified to conduct 270

channel-width adaptation in a distributed MAC protocol, which 271

is the focus of this paper. 272

III. CHANNEL-WIDTH ADAPTATION ALGORITHMS BASED 273

ON ORTHOGONAL FREQUENCY-DIVISION 274

MULTIPLE-ACCESS 275

Here, the resource-allocation problem considering channel- 276

width adaptation is formulated first, and then the corresponding 277

greedy and GAs are derived. 278
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A. Problem Formulation279

We consider a WMN consisting of N nodes and L directional280

links. Each node is equipped with an OFDMA radio. The281

transmission range of each node is R, and the interference range282

is R′. The network is modeled as a directional communication283

graph G(V,A), where V is a set of nodes and A is a set of284

directed edges. Moreover, |V | = N and |A| = L. Thus, for link285

l(i, j) ∈ A, node i ∈ V is specified as the sending node and286

node j ∈ V is the receiving node.287

OFDMA is considered in the WMN; hence, a resource unit288

is a subchannel in a certain time slot. The length of a time slot289

is fixed, but the TDMA frame length is variable according to290

the fluctuating traffic demands of all links in the WMN. More291

specifically, when resource allocation is performed, the total292

number of time slots is determined such that traffic demands293

of all links are satisfied within a TDMA frame. This design294

eliminates the need of admission control, which is a preferred295

feature of data networks. To be consistent with this design, the296

traffic demand of a link is not specified as the actual traffic297

load. Instead, it is specified as the number of resource units per298

TDMA frame, and each unit represents the data transmitted in299

one subchannel per time slot, which is the same as the definition300

in Section II-A. For easy specification of traffic demands, when301

a node needs to specify the traffic demand of a link, it selects302

a traffic demand level from the set of {1, 2, . . . ,M} (units),303

and the selected level is proportional to its expected actual304

traffic load. This design of the TDMA frame structure and the305

resource-allocation mechanism achieves time slotted resource306

sharing among links of all nodes, which is well suited for data307

networks.308

In our OFDMA-based channel-width adaptation mechanism,309

it is assumed that the whole spectrum is divided into W310

subchannels and one subchannel supports one unit of traffic311

demand per time slot. The OFDMA-based radio can transmit312

data on any combination of these subchannels.313

We use the protocol model [20] as the interference model.314

Under this model, a transmission from node i to node j in a time315

slot is successful if two conditions are satisfied: 1) dij ≤ R,316

where dij is the distance between node i and node j; 2) any317

node k that occupies at least one overlapping subchannel with318

link l(i, j) and dkj ≤ R′ is not transmitting. Moreover, a unit319

of traffic demand means the equivalent data rate that can be320

supported by a subchannel per time slot. Although the physical321

layer parameters (such as channel gain and rate adaptation) can322

impact the data rate of a subchannel per time slot, such impact323

can be captured by different units of traffic demand. In other324

words, given the same traffic load, the equivalent units of traffic325

demand are higher for a lower rate subchannel. Thus, physical326

layer parameters are not explicitly considered in the protocol327

model. Due to the OFDMA technique, the problem of channel-328

width adaptation can be converted into a resource-allocation329

problem: given traffic demands on different links, how time330

slots and subchannels are assigned under some constraints such331

that the total traffic demands are satisfied with the least number332

of time slots, i.e., the network throughput is maximized. This333

resource-allocation problem is formulated as follows. First, our334

objective is to minimize the number of time slots (i.e., the335

length of one TDMA frame) that can support the given traffic 336

demands. Suppose that the total number of time slots consumed 337

by the WMN is denoted as T , then the objective function 338

becomes 339

Minimize T. (1)

Obviously, T lies in the positive integer set, i.e., 340

T ∈ {1, 2, . . .}. (2)

To help determine time slot and subchannel allocation for 341

each directional link, X(i, j, t, s) is used to denote the alloca- 342

tion status of link l(i, j) in time slot t and subchannel s. Since 343

X(i, j, t, s) ∈ {0, 1}, we have the following constraint: 344

X(i, j, t, s) ∈ {0, 1}
∀l(i, j) ∈ A ∀t = 1, 2, . . . , T ∀s = 1, 2, . . . ,W. (3)

To capture potential interference between links, we need a 345

link interference constraint described as follows: 346

X(i, j, t, s) +X(p, q, t, s) ≤ 1
∀l(i, j) ∈ A ∀t = 1, 2, . . . , T ∀s = 1, 2, . . . ,W
∀l(p, q) ∈ Il(i,j) (4)

where Il(i,j) is the interference set of link l(i, j). 347

Since each mesh node has a single radio, it either transmits 348

or receives on all the occupied subchannels in the same time 349

slot. Thus, for a certain link l(i, j), we have the following 350

transmitting and receiving constraint (i.e., Tx/Rx constraint): 351

X(i, j, t, s)×

⎡
⎣X(i, j, t, s) +

W∑
f=1

∑
p∈in(i)

X(p, i, t, f)

+

W∑
g=1

∑
q∈out(j)

X(j, q, t, g)

⎤
⎦ ≤ 1

∀l(i, j) ∈ A ∀t = 1, 2, . . . , T ∀s = 1, 2, . . . ,W (5)

where in(i) is a set of nodes that send data to node i. Similarly, 352

out(j) is the set of nodes that receive data from node j. 353

Finally, to satisfy the traffic demand of each link l(i, j) ∈ A, 354

we need to consider the traffic demand constraint 355

T∑
t=1

W∑
s=1

X(i, j, t, s) ≥ D(i, j)

D(i, j) ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,M} (6)

where D(i, j) represents the units of traffic demand on link 356

l(i, j). This constraint means that each link must be assigned 357

with enough time slots and subchannels to support its traffic 358

demand. 359

Consequently, we have formulated the optimization problem 360

of time slot and subchannel allocation for OFDMA-based 361

channel-width adaptation. We call this problem the single- 362

radio OFDMA-based resource-allocation (SRORA) problem. 363

In summary, SRORA needs to optimize the objective in (1), 364

subject to constraints in (2)–(6). In the following theorem, we 365

prove that SRORA is NP-complete. 366
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Fig. 2. (a) Communication graph G(V,A), which consists of four directional communication links. Each link has 2 units of traffic demands. Based on the
protocol interference model, G(V,A) is converted into the interference graph G′ in (b), where each vertex represents a directional communication link in
G(V,A). (c) Split communication graph of G(V,A). It is constructed by splitting a communication link in G(V,A) into several links, each with one unit of
traffic demand, e.g., l(A,B) in G(V,A) has two units of traffic demands; hence, it is split into l(A,B)1 and l(A,B)2 in Gsplit, each with one unit of traffic
demand. (d) Interference graph of the split communication graph Gsplit. (a) G(V,A). (b) G′. (c) Gsplit. (d) G′

split.

Theorem 1: In SRORA, the decision problem of verifying367

whether K time slots are enough to satisfy the total traffic368

demands is NP-complete.369

Proof: First, for any candidate solution of time slot and370

subchannel allocation, whether all the constraints are satisfied371

can be verified in polynomial time. Thus, the decision problem372

in SRORA is NP. Second, we consider the special case of373

SRORA by setting W = 1 and D(i, j) = 1 for all links. Using374

the protocol interference model, we convert the directional link375

l(i, j) ∈ A in the communication graph G(V,A) into the vertex376

in the corresponding interference graph G′, as shown in Fig. 2.377

Based on the interference graph G′, each link l(i, j) in the378

communication graph G(V,A) can construct an interference set379

Il(i,j). Since in this special case only one subchannel and one380

unit of traffic demand are considered for each link, only one381

time slot is needed in a frame to satisfy traffic demand con-382

straint (6). To satisfy link interference constraint (4), any link383

in Il(i,j) must be assigned a different time slot from that of link384

l(i, j). In this special case, when link interference constraint (4)385

is satisfied, Tx/Rx constraint (5) is also automatically satisfied386

due to the two facts: 1) The links l(p, i) where p ∈ in(i) and387

links l(j, q) where q ∈ out(j) are in set Il(i,j); and 2) the388

link in Il(i,j) is assigned with a different time slot from the389

link l(i, j). Therefore, the problem of determining whether K390

time slots are enough to support the traffic demands of all391

links in the communication graph G(V,A) is equivalent to the392

problem of checking whether K colors are sufficient to color393

the vertices in the corresponding interference graph G′. We394

know that the latter problem is NP-complete [21], which means395

that every problem in NP is reducible to the decision problem of396

SRORA in polynomial time. As a result, the decision problem397

of SRORA (in the special case) is NP-complete. In the general398

case (with W subchannels and D(i, j) traffic demand), the399

decision problem is also NP-complete. �400

B. Greedy Algorithm401

Since the problem SRORA is NP-complete, a low-402

complexity greedy algorithm is proposed for the SRORA prob-403

lem, and we call it GR-SRORA. In our greedy algorithm, links404

are assigned with time slot and subchannel in a certain sequen-405

tial order just like coloring the vertices in the corresponding406

interference graph. However, here we also need to consider407

Tx/Rx constraint.408

GR-SRORA is described in Algorithm 1. It works as 409

follows. 410

1) Lines 2–15 specify the procedures of assigning the 411

time slot and subchannel to link l(i, j) considering both 412

link interference constraint and Tx/Rx constraint. The 413

resource-allocation status table of link l(i, j), denoted by 414

Φ(i, j, t, s), captures link interference constraint. More 415

specifically, for any t and s, if Φ(i, j, t, s) = 1, it means 416

that subchannel s in time slot t is occupied by a link in 417

the interference set of link l(i, j) (i.e., Il(i,j)). The single- 418

radio OFDMA constraint table of link l(i, j), denoted by 419

Ψ(i, j, t), captures Tx/Rx constraint. More specifically, 420

for any t, if Ψ(i, j, t) = 1, it means that link l(i, j) cannot 421

transmit on any subchannel in time slot t. 422

2) Lines 16–19 are executed after a link assignment. Two ta- 423

bles (Φ(p, q, t, s) and Ψ(p, q, t)) of each link are updated 424

and will be used in the next link assignment. 425

3) Line 21 is used to determine Tgreedy, which is the total 426

number of time slots consumed by the network following 427

the greedy algorithm. 428

The performance of the greedy algorithm GR-SRORA is 429

analyzed as follows. We denote the minimum number of time 430

slots consumed in SRORA and the greedy algorithm GR- 431

SRORA as Toptimal and Tgreedy, respectively. Based on the 432

split graph Gsplit of the original communication graph G(V,A) 433

and the split interference graph G′
split in Fig. 2, the relationship 434

between Toptimal and Tgreedy is shown in Theorem 2. 435

Algorithm 1 GR-SRORA 436

Input: 437

• Communication graph G(V,A) 438

• Resource consumption status table of link l(i, j): 439

Φ(i, j, t, s) 440

• Single-radio OFDMA constraint table of link l(i, j): 441

Ψ(i, j, t) 442

• Traffic demand on link l(i, j): D(i, j) 443

• Number of total subchannels: W 444

Output: 445

• Network time slot consumption: Tgreedy 446

• The maximum time slot assigned to link l(i, j): Tl(i,j) 447

• Time slot and subchannel allocation result for link l(i, j): 448

X(i, j, t, s) 449
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Initialization:450

• Φ(i, j, t, s) = 0451

• Ψ(i, j, t) = 0452

• Tgreedy = 0453

• Tl(i,j) = 0454

1: for all l(i, j) ∈ A do455

2: for t = 1 to +∞ do456

3: if D(i, j) == 0 then457

4: Break;458

5: end if459

6: if Ψ(i, j, t)! = 1 then460

7: for s = 1 to W do461

8: if D(i, j) > 0 && Φ(i, j, t, s) == 0 then462

9: X(i, j, t, s) = 1463

10: D(i, j) = D(i, j)− 1464

11: Tl(i,j) = t465

12: end if466

13: end for467

14: end if468

15: end for469

16: for all l(p, q) ∈ A do470

17: Update Φ(p, q, t, s)471

18: Update Ψ(p, q, t)472

19: end for473

20: end for474

21: Tgreedy = maxl(i,j)∈A Tl(i,j)475

22: Stop.476

Theorem 2: For the optimal solution of the problem SRORA477

Toptimal and the greedy solution of GR-SRORA Tgreedy,478

�(χ(G′
split)/W )	 ≤Toptimal≤Tgreedy ≤ Tmax=δ(G′

split)+1,479

where �·	 is the ceiling function, δ(·) is the maximum degree480

of a graph, and χ(·) is the chromatic number of a graph. More-481

over, G′
split is the interference graph constructed by splitting a482

communication link in G(V,A) into separate links, each withAQ2 483

one unit traffic demand.484

Proof: The proof consists of two parts. First, we derive485

the lower bound of Toptimal by looking into the property of486

Toptimal. In the communication graph G(V,A), each directional487

link l(i, j) (with traffic demand D(i, j)) is split into D(i, j) vir-488

tual directional links between node i and node j to construct the489

split communication graph Gsplit, as shown in Fig. 2(c). Based490

on the protocol interference model, the split communication491

graph Gsplit is converted into its corresponding interference492

graph G′
split, as shown in Fig. 2(d). If each vertex of G′

split is493

greedily colored, i.e., assigning different time slot–subchannel494

pairs to interfering virtual links Gsplit, then each link in495

communication graph G(V,A) certainly satisfies the link inter-496

ference constraint. The minimum number of colors (i.e., time497

slot–subchannel pairs) that G′
split consumes is the chromatic498

number χ(G′
split) [22]. Since W subchannels are available for499

each time slot, the minimum number of consumed time slots500

becomes �(χ(G′
split)/W )	, when only link interference con-501

straint is taken into account. However, in SRORA, there exists502

the Tx/Rx constraint; hence, the optimal number of time slots503

(i.e., Toptimal) must be larger than or equal to �(χ(G′
split)/W )	.504

In other words, �(χ(G′
split)/W )	 ≤ Toptimal holds.505

Second, we derive the upper bound of Toptimal by exploring 506

the property of Tgreedy. We consider the worst case where 507

there exists only one subchannel (i.e., W = 1). Given any 508

link assignment order �L taken by GR-SRORA, there exists a 509

corresponding greedy coloring order in G′
split. For any greedy 510

coloring order in G′
split, the number of colors that are needed is 511

at most δ(G′
split) + 1 [23]. Since the number of colors in G′

split 512

is exactly equal to the number of time slots needed in the worst 513

case communication graph, i.e., Tworst
greedy(

�L), thus, for any link AQ3514

assignment order �L, the number of time slots that are consumed 515

is upper bounded by Tmax = δ(G′
split) + 1. In general, the 516

number of subchannels W is usually a constant greater than 1. 517

Thus, for any link assignment order �L, the total number of time 518

slots needed by GR-SRORA Tgreedy( �L) is equal or smaller than 519

Tworst
greedy(

�L). Thus, Tgreedy ≤ Tmax = δ(G′
split) + 1. 520

Combining the lower bound and the upper bound, we have 521

�(χ(G′
split)/W )	≤Toptimal≤Tgreedy≤Tmax=δ(G′

split)+1, 522

which proves Theorem 2. � 523

The complexity of the GR-SRORA is analyzed as follows. 524

In GR-SRORA, the number of links L is a variable, but sub- 525

channel number W and traffic demand upper bound M for each 526

link are constants. In Algorithm 1, lines 2–15 are for assigning 527

time slots and subchannels to link l(i, j). Its complexity is 528

O(Tmax), where Tmax is the upper bound of Tgreedy. As shown 529

in Theorem 2, Tmax = δ(G′
split) + 1. Since δ(G′

split) + 1 ≤ 530

M × L+ 1, hence, Tmax ≤ M × L+ 1. Thus, the complexity 531

from lines 2–15 is O(L). Lines 16–19 are to update Φ(i, j, t, s) 532

and Ψ(i, j, t). The complexity is O(L). Thus, considering lines 533

1–22, the complexity is L× (O(L) +O(L)). Therefore, the 534

total complexity is O(L2). 535

C. GA 536

Since the greedy algorithm, i.e., GR-SRORA, usually can 537

only obtain the suboptimal solution, we adopt a GA to obtain 538

a near-optimal result as a theoretical reference for our greedy 539

algorithm. 540

To apply the GA, the number of decision variables 541

X(i, j, t, s) in the optimization problem SRORA needs to be 542

constant. Since for a certain network the number of links L 543

and the number of subchannels W are constants, we also need 544

to fix the total time slots for assignment so that the number 545

of X(i, j, t, s) will be fixed. From the proof of Theorem 2, 546

Toptimal is upper bounded by Tmax = δ(G′
split) + 1 for a given 547

communication graph G(V,A). With this bound, the problem 548

SRORA is reformulated as follows: 549

Minimize T.

s.t.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

X(i, j, t, s) +X(p, q, t, s) ≤ 1[
X(i, j, t, s) +

∑W
f=1

∑
p∈in(i) X(p, i, t, f)

+
∑W

g=1

∑
q∈out(j) X(j, q, t, g)

]
×X(i, j, t, s) ≤ 1∑Tmax

t=1

∑W
s=1 X(i, j, t, s) ≥ D(i, j)

X(i, j, t, s) ∈ {0, 1}
∀l(i, j) ∈ A ∀s = 1, 2, . . . ,W
∀l(p, q) ∈ Il(i,j) ∀t = 1, 2, . . . , Tmax.
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The objective T is the maximum occupied time slot in the550

network and is calculated with decision variable X(i, j, t, s) as551

T = maxt∈{1,2,...,Tmax} t, subject to maxl(i,j)∈A,s∈{1,2,...,W }552

X(i, j, t, s) 
=0. The previous optimization problem is exactly553

the same as SRORA, except that the range of t is upper bounded554

by Tmax instead of T . Thus, its complexity is the same as555

SRORA, i.e., it is also NP-complete.556

Based on this new formulation, a GA is developed for557

SRORA. We call it GA-SRORA. Different from classic opti-558

mization methods such as gradient-based approaches, GA is559

well suited for integer programming problems. Although there560

is no absolute guarantee for the GA-SRORA to obtain an561

optimal solution, the algorithm can be executed for sufficient562

time to reach a near-optimal solution.563

GA evolves its generation into the next generation via three564

essential steps: reproduction, crossover, and mutation. Thus,565

GA-SRORA is executed according to the following steps.566

1) Initialize Population: The population of our algorithm567

GA-SRORA consists of chromosomes. Each chromo-568

some is represented by X(i, j, t, s) of all links.569

2) Evaluation and Fitness Assignment: For every chromo-570

some, its fitness needs to be minimized in GA-SRORA.571

The fitness captures the objective function and the con-572

straints in the reformulated SRORA problem. As a result,573

the fitness is described as574

Fitness

= T + P × (C1 + C2 + C3)

C1 =
∑

l(i,j)∈A
max

[
0, 1 −

Tmax∑
t=1

W∑
s=1

X(i, j, t, s)/D(i, j)

]

C2 =
∑

l(i,j)∈A

∑
l(p,q)∈Il(i,j)

Tmax∑
t=1

W∑
s=1

max

× [0, X(i, j, t, s) +X(p, q, t, s)− 1]

C3 =
∑

l(i,j)∈A

Tmax∑
t=1

W∑
s=1

max

×

⎡
⎣0,

⎛
⎝X(i, j, t, s) +

W∑
f=1

∑
p∈in(i)

X(p, i, t, f)

+

W∑
g=1

∑
q∈out(j)

X(j, q, t, g)

⎞
⎠X(i, j, t, s)− 1

⎤
⎦

where T is the maximum occupied time slot in the575

network and is obtained with X(i, j, t, s), P as a penalty576

parameter. C1, C2, and C3 are derived from traffic de-577

mand constraint, link interference constraint, and Tx/Rx578

constraint, respectively.579

3) Reproduction: According to the fitness, better chromo-580

somes are copied and worse chromosomes are removed,581

whereas holding population size constant. A fair selection582

is applied to generate “winners” and put them into the583

“mating pool.”584

4) Crossover: Parent chromosomes swap a subset of their585

strings, generating two new chromosomes called children.586

5) Mutation: A new chromosome is generated by changing 587

value of one bit in its string. This step reduces the chance 588

of falling into the local optimal point. 589

6) Steps 2–5 are repeated for U rounds to obtain a relatively 590

stable solution. 591

The complexity of the GA-SRORA can be derived similarly 592

to Algorithm 1. For iteration rounds U , population size V , and 593

link number L, the complexity of GA-SRORA is O(UV L3). 594

IV. DISTRIBUTED MEDIUM ACCESS CONTROL FOR 595

ORTHOGONAL FREQUENCY-DIVISION 596

MULTIPLE-ACCESS-BASED CHANNEL-WIDTH 597

ADAPTATION 598

Here, a distributed MAC protocol is designed based on the 599

greedy algorithm for OFDMA-based channel-width adaptation. 600

A. Distributed Operation of the Greedy Algorithm 601

Four information tables are maintained by every node i: 602

1) Qin(i, p, q), which indicates whether subchannel q in time 603

slot p is occupied by a receiving link (i.e., incoming link) of a 604

node in the interference range of node i; 2) Qout(i, p, q), which 605

indicates whether subchannel q in time slot p is occupied by a 606

sending link (i.e., outgoing link) of a node in the interference 607

range of node i; 3) Oin(i, t), which indicates whether time slot 608

t is occupied by any receiving link of node i; and 4) Oout(i, t), 609

which indicates whether time slot t is occupied by any sending 610

link of node i. How such information is collected is explained 611

in Section IV-C and D. 612

For a given link l(i, j), sending node i is responsible for 613

assigning time slots and subchannels to support a given number 614

of units (denoted as D(i, j)) in a TDMA frame. With these 615

variables, resource allocation of link l(i, j) is executed as 616

follows. 617

1) Information fusion: Based on the protocol interference 618

model, any receiving link of a node located in the interfer- 619

ence range of node i or any sending link of a node located 620

in the interference range of node j potentially interferes 621

with link l(i, j); hence, node i needs to communicate with 622

node j to collect all the resource-allocation information 623

by combining tables Qin(i, p, q) and Qout(j, p, q) before 624

resource allocation is conducted. Due to the single-radio 625

OFDMA Tx/Rx constraint, node i also needs to obtain 626

table Oout(j, t) from node j, and then determines which 627

time slot is still available by checking Oin(i, t) and 628

Oout(j, t). 629

2) Time slot and subchannel allocation: For the first time 630

slot, node i assigns the unoccupied subchannels to link 631

l(i, j) to support the traffic demands. If the first time slot 632

is not enough, it goes to the second time slot. This process 633

is repeated until the sum of the assigned subchannels 634

can support the traffic demand of link l(i, j). During 635

this period, any link l(p, q) ∈ Il(i,j) (i.e., l(p, q) is any 636

receiving link of a node located in the interference range 637

of node i or any sending link of a node located in the 638

interference range of node j) cannot conduct resource 639

allocation simultaneously. 640
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Fig. 3. Frame structure.

3) Information table update: After resource allocation of link641

l(i, j), all nodes in the interference range of node i and642

node j update their information tables immediately.643

To support the aforementioned mechanisms, the control mes-644

sages need to be received within the interference range. To645

this end, the lowest transmission rate is adopted by control646

messages.647

Since every node contends to assign resources to its out-648

going links in a greedy way, two nodes that are far away649

enough can conduct resource allocation simultaneously. As a650

result, resource allocation in the entire WMN is conducted in651

a distributed way and is thus called distributed GR-SRORA652

(DGR-SRORA). Based on this distributed resource-allocation653

process, a distributed multisubchannel TDMA MAC protocol654

is developed in the following sections.655

B. Frame Structure656

The new MAC protocol works in a hybrid way, as shown in657

Fig. 3. In each superframe, a new resource allocation is carried658

out in λ control subframes, and data transmissions proceed on659

the assigned time slots and subchannels.660

A superframe includes two parts, namely, hybrid period and661

pure data transmission period. The hybrid period consists of λ662

hybrid TDMA frames, where λ is a constant and must be set663

large enough for all the nodes to complete resource allocation.664

A hybrid TDMA frame is composed of two subframes: control665

subframe and data subframe. Each consists of a number of666

time slots. The control subframe is used for resource allocation.667

The data subframe is used for data transmission. The pure data668

transmission period consists of σ pure TDMA frames, where669

σ is a constant. These TDMA frames are only used for data670

transmission.671

As shown in Fig. 3, in the nth superframe, the length of the672

data subframe in the hybrid period is T f
n−1, which is determined673

in the (n− 1)-th superframe. In the hybrid period of the nth su-674

perframe, our resource-allocation algorithm determines a new675

length of a TDMA frame T f
n . This new value updates the length676

of a pure TDMA frame in the pure data transmission period of677

the nth superframe. It also determines the length of the data678

subframe in the hybrid period of the (n+ 1)-th superframe. As679

a result, in Fig. 3, the frame lengths in the left hybrid TDMA680

frame and the right hybrid TDMA frame are equal to T f
n−1 and681

T f
n , respectively.682

In the control subframe of the hybrid period, each node683

uses an request-to-send/clear-to-send mechanism to contend for684

time slots’ and subchannels’ allocation. In all TDMA frames685

for data transmission, each node adopts carrier-sense multiple 686

access/collision avoidance to access the assigned time slots and 687

subchannels. This can prevent collisions due to allocation error 688

or out-of-network interference. As a result, our MAC protocol 689

is actually a TDMA MAC overlaying CSMA/CA. 690

C. Distributed Resource-Allocation Procedure 691

The control subframe in Fig. 3 is used to signal distributed 692

resource allocation. Control messages are sent with the lowest 693

transmission rate using all subchannels. For resource assign- 694

ment of link l(i, j), the negotiation between node i and node j 695

follows this procedure. 696

1) Node i sends a request-to-assign (RTA) packet to node j. 697

All nodes except node j in the sensing range of node i 698

keep quiet. 699

2) Upon receiving the RTA packet, node j sends node i a 700

clear-to-assign (CTA) packet, which containsQout(j, p, q) 701

and Oout(j, t). All nodes except node i in the sensing 702

range of node j keep quiet. 703

3) Upon receiving the CTA packet, node i relies on ta- 704

bles Qin(i, p, q), Qout(j, p, q), Oin(i, t), and Oout(j, t) 705

to assign time slots and subchannels to link l(i, j). Then, 706

node i broadcasts an announcement (ANN) packet, which 707

contains the assignment result for link l(i, j), to all nodes 708

in its interference range. 709

4) Upon receiving the ANN packet, all nodes in the inter- 710

ference range of node i update their tables. Node j also 711

broadcasts an ANN packet to all nodes in its interference 712

range, and then such receiving nodes update their infor- 713

mation tables. 714

An example of resource-allocation procedure is explained 715

next. The signaling messages are transmitted in the lowest 716

rate to cover all the nodes in the interference range, and the 717

exchange procedure is shown in Fig. 4. 718

1) Node A starts to assign time slots and subchannels for 719

link l(A,B). It broadcasts an RTA packet to node B. 720

Node C and node D can receive the signaling packet; 721

hence, they keep quiet. 722

2) Node B receives the RTA packet and then broad- 723

casts a CTA packet, which contains Qout(B, p, q) and 724

Oout(B, t), to node A. Nodes A and C can receive this 725

packet, but node D can only sense it. 726

3) Node A receives the CTA packet and broadcasts an ANN 727

packet, which contains the assignment result for link 728

l(A,B). Node B receives this packet, but nodes C and 729

D can only sense it. 730
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Fig. 4. Operation of the MAC protocol: An example. (a) Topology. (b) Resource negotiation.

4) When node B receives the ANN packet, it updates its731

own information tables and rebroadcasts the ANN packet.732

Nodes A and C receive it and update their tables, but node733

D can only sense it.734

5) Node D starts to assign time slots and subchannels for735

link l(D,C). It broadcasts an RTA packet to node C.736

Node A and node B can sense the signaling; hence, they737

keep quiet.738

6) Node C receives the RTA packet and then broad-739

casts a CTA packet, which contains Qout(C, p, q) and740

Oout(C, t), to node D. Node D and node B can receive741

this packet, but node A can only sense it.742

7) Node D receives the CTA packet and broadcasts an743

ANN packet, which contains the allocation result of link744

l(D,C). Node C receives this packet, but node A and745

node B can only sense it.746

8) When node C receives the ANN packet, it updates its747

own information tables and rebroadcasts the ANN packet.748

Nodes D and B receive it and update their information749

tables, but node A can only sense it.750

In the distributed algorithm, every node determines its own751

time slot. Thus, the largest time slot in one node may be dif-752

ferent from that of another node. To avoid inconsistent TDMA753

frame in different links, the largest time slot in the allocation754

must be known to all nodes. This can be done by the following755

simple procedure. When a node gets resource-allocation infor-756

mation from another node, it compares its largest time slot with757

that in the allocation information. If its own value is smaller,758

it needs to update its largest time slot number and broadcast759

the updated information to its neighbors; otherwise, no action760

is needed.761

D. Enhancement for Multiple Interference Domains762

The aforementioned protocol is effective for the single in-763

terference domain because every time only one link is in the764

resource-allocation process and other nodes can hear signaling765

messages and keep quiet. However, in the case of multiple766

Fig. 5. ANN packet collision may occur in the case of multiple interference
domains.

interference domains, there exist collisions in ANN packets. 767

For example, in Fig. 5, node B and node F successfully make 768

reservation for link l(B,A) and link l(F,G) by exchanging 769

RTA and CTA packets. However, it is possible that the ANN 770

packets broadcast by node B and node F simultaneously and 771

interfere each other at node D. Thus, node D cannot receive 772

the ANN packet, which leads to errors in the following resource 773

assignment in other links. To reduce the probability of colli- 774

sions in ANN packets, we propose a scheme as follows. During 775

the resource-allocation process of link l(i, j), node i and node 776

j exchange RTA and CTA packets as usual. The process of 777

broadcasting ANN packets is modified to reduce the collision 778

probability: 1) Node i and node j broadcast ANN packets in 779

turn for KANN rounds instead of only one round; and 2) be- 780

fore broadcasting an ANN packet, the sending node randomly 781

chooses a waiting time in the backoff window WANN and de- 782

lays the ANN packet transmission for the chosen waiting time. 783

Although this scheme cannot guarantee collision-free ANN 784

packets, the collision probability dramatically drops with the 785

increased KANN and WANN. It should be noted that how 786

to design an effective distributed MAC protocol in multiple 787

interference domains still remains a challenging problem. 788

V. PERFORMANCE RESULTS 789

Here, MATLAB simulations are carried out to evaluate our 790

algorithms and protocols developed in previous sections. Since 791

the objective of our algorithms and protocols is to leverage 792

channel-width adaptation to efficiently support diverse traffic 793

demands in different links of a WMN, transmission rate in 794

different links is assumed to be homogeneous. Performance 795

results from such a setting provide a better demonstration about 796
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Fig. 6. Simple topologies.

how channel-width adaptation improves throughput; the impact797

from heterogeneous link rates is eliminated. In simulations, the798

homogeneous link rate is equal to 54 Mb/s when the band-799

width is 20 MHz. The total available bandwidth is 40 MHz;800

hence, the corresponding link rate using a whole spectrum801

is 108 Mb/s. Moreover, a single radio is considered in each802

mesh node.803

In our OFDMA-based channel-width adaptation scheme, the804

whole spectrum is divided into 64 subchannels and the length805

of a time slot is 5 ms. We assume that one subchannel per time806

slot can transmit 1 unit of traffic demand. If a link is assigned807

two subchannels every three time slots, then its throughput808

is (2/3)× (108/64) = 1.125 Mb/s. The network throughput is809

defined as the ratio of the total supported traffic demands over810

the length of a TDMA frame.811

To fully evaluate our algorithm and protocols, different net-812

work topologies are considered in the following sections. The813

details of network setup and the corresponding traffic demands814

are specified separately for each topology.815

A. Simple Topologies816

The greedy algorithm and GA are evaluated under three817

simple topologies in Fig. 6. In each topology, the link ID is818

marked in the figure, and all the links have the same length,819

which represents the communication range. The interference820

range is set twice the communication range.821

For each link, the traffic demand is uniformly distributed in822

{1, . . . , 128} (units).823

For each topology, we evaluate the network throughput824

that can be achieved in a WMN with available bandwidth825

of 40 MHz. The performance results of our channel-width826

adaptation algorithms (i.e., GR-SRORA and GA-SRORA) are827

compared with that achieved by the single-radio traditional828

channel-width adaptation (SRTCWA) scheme and also with829

that achieved by the single-radio fixed channel-width (SRFCW)830

scheme. SRTCWA and SRFCW are executed following the831

same procedure as GR-SRORA (i.e., greedily assign time slot832

and channel to all the links in the same order as GR-SRORA)833

but consider different constraints. In SRTCWA, there are four834

options of channel width (i.e., 5, 10, 20, and 40 MHz), and the835

center frequency of each channel can be adjusted. In SRFCW,836

the radio on each node uses a 20-MHz channel. To be fair in837

comparison, two orthogonal channels (i.e., totally 40 MHz) are838

available in SRFCW for parallel links in the same interference 839

domain. 840

In the string topology, as shown in Fig. 7(a), on average, the 841

network throughput of GR-SRORA is 19.2% higher than that 842

achieved by SRTCWA and 30.8% higher than that of SRFCW. 843

In this network structure, the throughput improvement is not 844

significant due to lack of PMP structure in the string topology. 845

In the star topology, as shown in Fig. 7(b), on average, 846

the network throughput of GR-SRORA is 54.5% higher than 847

that of SRTCWA and 136.4% higher than that of SRFCW. 848

The improvement is significant because our OFDMA-based 849

channel-width adaptation scheme is very suitable for explor- 850

ing channel-width adaptive concurrent transmissions in a star 851

network structure. 852

In the grid topology, as shown in Fig. 7(c), on average, the 853

network throughput of GR-SRORA is 19.3% higher than that 854

of SRTCWA and 29.8% higher than that of SRFCW. 855

As shown in Fig. 7, the greedy algorithm achieves nearly 856

the same throughput as that of the GA-based algorithm, which 857

indicates that the greedy algorithm is effective to obtain a 858

near-optimal solution to the channel-width adaptation problem 859

in WMNs. 860

B. Randomized Topology 861

Our distributed MAC protocol is also evaluated in a ran- 862

domized topology. The communication range of each node is 863

100 m, the interference range is 200 m, and the sensing range is 864

300 m. The RTA and CTA packets have a length of 120 bytes, 865

and the ANN packet has a length of 30 bytes. As explained in 866

Section IV, the lowest transmission rate is adopted to send these 867

packets, and it is set to 6 Mb/s. 868

1) Single Interference Domain Scenario: In this scenario, 869

nodes are randomly distributed within a circle with a diameter 870

of 200 m. Since all nodes can hear each other, no collision is 871

associated with ANN packets. The distributed MAC protocol 872

(DGR-SRORA) in Section IV is adopted. The ANN packets 873

are broadcast only for one round. In the simulation, six cases 874

of node–link pairs are considered: 10 nodes 15 links, 10 nodes 875

20 links, 20 nodes 30 links, 20 nodes 40 links, 30 nodes 45 876

links, and 30 nodes 60 links. For each case, the nodes are 877

randomly distributed and the links are randomly selected. The 878

traffic demand for each link is uniformly distributed within 879

{1, . . . , 128} (units). 880

a) Network throughput: In each case of node–link pair, 881

the distributed protocol DGR-SRORA is compared with 882

SRTCWA and SRFCW. The network throughput of each case 883

is averaged over five tests and is shown in Fig. 8. In all 884

cases, our OFDMA-based channel-width adaptation scheme 885

outperforms SRTCWA and SRFCW. Moreover, compared with 886

the SRTCWA, DGR-SRORA improves the network throughput 887

by 14.3%, 20.0%, 18.5%, 15.0%, 13.3%, and 16.1%, respec- 888

tively, in six cases. As compared with SRFCW, DGR-SRORA 889

enhances the network throughput by 28.6%, 30.0%, 29.6%, 890

25.0%, 22.2%, and 24.2%, respectively, in six cases. 891

b) Resource-allocation delay: The total time required for 892

the distributed resource-allocation procedure is investigated. In 893

our simulation, the sum of the control subframe and the data 894
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Fig. 7. Network throughput for simple topologies. (a) String topology. (b) Star topology. (c) Grid topology.

Fig. 8. Network throughput in the scenario of single interference domain. (a) 10 nodes. (b) 20 nodes. (c) 30 nodes.

TABLE I
TOTAL RESOURCE ALLOCATION TIME FOR THE SINGLE INTERFERENCE DOMAIN SCENARIO

subframe (i.e., the length of a hybrid TDMA frame) is assumed895

to be 100 ms. For each case of node–link pair, we consider896

different lengths of control subframe and data subframe. The897

results are shown in Table I. For each case of node–link pair,898

when the control subframe is longer, the allocation delay is899

smaller. Thus, if we need a faster allocation procedure, a larger900

control subframe is necessary, which leads to more overhead in901

signaling. However, even if the overhead is less than 10% for902

signaling, the allocation can be done within 1 s for node–link903

pairs: 10–15, 10–20, 20–30, 20–40, and 30–45. Such a fast904

allocation procedure means that our MAC protocol is highly905

adaptive to dynamic network conditions such as topology906

change or traffic variations.907

Scenario of Multiple Interference Domains: In this scenario,908

50 nodes are randomly distributed in a square whose side909

length is 1000 m, as shown in Fig. 9. The distributed MAC910

protocol with modified ANN packet transmission in Section IV911 Fig. 9. Topology.
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Fig. 10. Network throughput under different traffic distributions. (a) Balanced traffic distribution. (b) Unbalanced traffic distribution. (c) Network throughput.

Fig. 11. ANN packet reception probability in the network with multiple interference domains. (a) Control subframe: 10 ms. (b) Control subframe: 15 ms.
(c) Control subframe: 20 ms.

is adopted. In this protocol, the ANN packets are broadcast after912

a randomly chosen waiting time for several rounds.913

c) Network throughput: The impact of the traffic dis-914

tribution to the network throughput is illustrated in Fig. 9.915

Since there exists multiple interference domains, the distributed916

protocol DGR-SROTSA may have allocation error due to col-917

lision in ANN packets. Thus, we properly choose broadcasting918

rounds and backoff window to reduce collisions. We randomly919

choose 88 links in Fig. 9 for the test. Two cases with different920

traffic distributions are considered. In the first case, the traffic921

demand of each link is balanced and is uniformly distributed922

in {32, . . . , 96}, as shown in Fig. 10(a). In the second case,923

the traffic demand of each link is unbalanced and is uni-924

formly distributed in either {1, 32} or {96, 128}, as shown925

in Fig. 10(b). The network throughputs of these two cases are926

shown in Fig. 10(c). As compared with the traditional channel-927

width adaptation scheme (i.e., SRTCWA), our MAC protocol928

with OFDMA-based channel-width adaptation improves the929

network throughput by 12% and 24%, respectively, in these two930

cases. Higher throughput improvement is achieved in the case931

of unbalanced traffic distribution because our MAC protocol932

leverages OFDMA-based channel-width adaptation to allocate933

resource in more proper way.934

d) Performance of the modified ANN packet broadcasting935

mechanism: In Section IV-D, we propose that an ANN packet936

is broadcast after a randomly selected waiting time for several 937

rounds to reduce the collision probability. In this experiment, 938

this mechanism is investigated with respect to different broad- 939

casting rounds KANN and backoff window WANN. In Fig. 9, 940

we randomly choose 88 links for testing. Three cases (with 10-, 941

15-, and 20-ms control subframes) are considered. In each 942

case, the number of broadcasting rounds KANN varies from 943

1 to 5, and the broadcasting delay is randomly chosen in the 944

backoff window WANN. WANN is set 2, 4, 8, and 16 (the unit 945

is the transmission time of an ANN packet), respectively. The 946

reception probability of ANN packets is defined as the ratio 947

of the correctly received ANN packets over total transmitted 948

ANN packets. In Fig. 11, for the fixed KANN in all cases, 949

the correct reception probability is higher with larger WANN. 950

Similarly, for the fixed WANN, the correct reception probability 951

increases with a larger KANN. In each case, when KANN = 952

3 and WANN = 16 or when KANN = 4 and WANN = 8, the 953

reception probability near reaches 1. 954

e) Resource-allocation delay: The total delay required 955

for the distributed resource-allocation procedure is also inves- 956

tigated. In our simulation, the sum of the control subframe and 957

the data subframe is assumed to be 100 ms, and three cases 958

(with 10-, 15-, and 20-ms control subframes) are considered. 959

The results are shown in Table II. When the control subframe is 960

longer, the allocation delay is smaller. Thus, if we need a faster 961
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TABLE II
TOTAL RESOURCE ALLOCATION DELAY FOR THE SCENARIO OF MULTIPLE INTERFERENCE DOMAINS

allocation procedure, a larger control subframe is necessary,962

which leads to more overhead in signaling. In each case, for963

a fixed KANN, the allocation delay becomes larger as WANN964

increases. Similarly, for a fixed WANN, the allocation delay965

grows as KANN increases. For KANN = 3 and WANN = 16,966

the maximum resource-allocation delay among three cases is967

1.70 s (i.e., in the 10 ms control subframe case). For KANN =968

4 and WANN = 8, the maximum resource-allocation delay969

among three cases is 1.21 s (i.e., in the 10 ms control subframe970

case). Therefore, with 10% signaling overhead (due to the971

control subframe), the reception probability reaches 1 with a972

resource-allocation delay of less than 2 s.973

VI. CONCLUSION974

In WMNs, there always exists a mismatch between link975

capacity and traffic demand. In this paper, an OFDMA-based976

channel-width adaptation mechanism has been designed to977

alleviate such a mismatch of each link in WMNs. It was978

formulated as a time slot and subchannel allocation problem979

and was proved to be NP-complete. Thus, a greedy algorithm980

and a GA were derived to obtain a suboptimal solution. Based981

on the greedy algorithm, a distributed MAC protocol was de-982

veloped to conduct channel-width adaptation for all links in the983

WMN. Simulation results showed that the new MAC protocol984

outperformed MAC protocols with traditional channel-width985

adaptation. The channel-width adaptation mechanism studied986

in this paper assumes that the traffic demand on each link is987

given. In practice, traffic demand of a link is closely related988

to MAC/routing cross-layer design. How to consider channel-989

width adaptation under the framework of MAC/routing cross-990

layer design is a key factor to further improve the network991

performance of WMNs, which is an interesting topic for future992

research.993
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OFDMA-Based Channel-Width Adaptation in
Wireless Mesh Networks

1

2

Xudong Wang, Senior Member, IEEE, Pengfei Huang, Jiang Xie, Senior Member, IEEE, and Mian Li3

Abstract—Channel-width adaptation can optimize multiple per-4
formance metrics of a wireless communication link, includ-5
ing transmission rate, communication range, resilience to delay6
spread, and power consumption. Supporting variable channel7
width has been considered one of the most critical features of a8
communication radio. How to leverage a channel-width adaptive9
radio to improve throughput of a wireless network is a challenging10
problem in the medium access control (MAC) layer. So far, there11
exist research results on either theoretical analysis or protocol12
implementation for a point-to-multipoint (PMP) infrastructure13
network. However, the impact of channel width to a multihop14
wireless network has not been fully investigated yet. More specifi-15
cally, how to exploit variable channel width to enhance throughput16
of a multihop wireless network remains an unresolved research17
issue. This paper addresses this issue in wireless mesh networks18
(WMNs) considering orthogonal frequency-division multiple-19
access (OFDMA)-based channel-width adaptation. Theoretical20
analysis is first carried out to identify appropriate algorithms for21
channel width adaptation. To this end, resource allocation with22
OFDMA-based channel-width adaptation is formulated as an op-23
timization problem, which is proved to be NP-complete. To reduce24
the computational complexity, a greedy algorithm is derived to25
obtain a suboptimal solution. Based on such a greedy algorithm,26
a distributed MAC protocol is designed for channel-width adap-27
tation for OFDMA-based WMNs. It takes advantage of variable28
channel width in different time slots to achieve highly efficient re-29
source allocation. Simulation results illustrate that the distributedAQ1 30
MAC protocol significantly outperforms MAC protocols based on31
traditional channel-width adaptation.32

Index Terms—Channel-width adaptation, distributed medium33
access control (MAC) protocol, wireless mesh networks (WMNs).34

I. INTRODUCTION35

ADJUSTING channel width can optimize a few perfor-36

mance metrics of a wireless communication link. For37

example, given a certain level of transmission power, reducing38

the channel width of a wireless link can reliably increase its39

communication range; if the channel width is further reduced,40
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then the power consumption can be also decreased without 41

compromising the communication range. Thus, channel-width 42

adaptation can optimize both communication range and power 43

consumption that are usually in conflict with each other in a 44

wireless link with fixed channel width [1]. Considering another 45

scenario where a vehicular network is built based on orthogo- 46

nal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM), when a vehicle 47

moves from a rural area to a suburb area, the delay spread of 48

its communication link may increase to a level larger than the 49

guard interval of OFDM symbols; however, reducing channel 50

width is effective to fix this problem [2]. 51

Because of the benefits of channel-width adaptation, sup- 52

porting multiple options of channel width in a communication 53

radio has become a common practice. For example, many IEEE 54

802.11 chipsets made by Atheros (now part of Qualcomm) 55

support channel widths of 5, 10, 20, and 40 MHz. Similarly, 56

WiMAX and long-term evolution chipsets also support a set of 57

different channel widths. However, how to utilize such commu- 58

nication radios to improve network performance is a nontrivial 59

task because a wireless network usually involves many com- 60

munication links that all demand channel-width adaptation. In 61

a point-to-multipoint (PMP) wireless network such as the IEEE 62

802.11 basic service set in infrastructure mode or an extended 63

PMP network such as the IEEE 802.11 extended service set, 64

research work has been conducted to utilize channel-width 65

adaptation. In [1], the advantages of channel-width adaptation 66

are analyzed using commodity IEEE 802.11 radios. A simple 67

channel-width adaptation algorithm is derived for the basic 68

scenario of a single link with two communication nodes. In 69

[3] and [4], the channel widths of all access points in the 70

distribution system of an IEEE 802.11 network are optimized 71

according to different traffic load distributions in each basic 72

service set. As a result, the throughput and the fairness of 73

bandwidth distribution of the entire IEEE 802.11 network are 74

greatly enhanced [3], [4]. A general case of adaptive channel- 75

width allocation in base stations considering the demands of 76

clients is analyzed in [5], where throughput maximization is 77

formulated as a maximum bipartite flow problem. 78

The channel-adaptation algorithms in [1] and [3]–[5] are 79

not applicable to a multihop wireless network because they all 80

assume that the network works in a single-hop infrastructure 81

mode. For multihop wireless networks, there still lack channel- 82

width adaptation algorithms. Different types of multihop wire- 83

less networks are characterized by different features, which 84

leads to different requirements and challenges in channel- 85

width adaptation. For example, in a mobile ad hoc network, 86

channel-width adaptation can be utilized to compensate delay 87

spread and increase link stability. However, since the network 88

0018-9545 © 2014 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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topology is highly variable due to mobility, allocating different89

channel widths to different links is an extremely challenging90

task. In a wireless mesh network (WMN) [6], mobility is91

minimal. In particular, in the infrastructure of a WMN, all92

communication links remain stationary [6]. As a result, issues93

such as communication range, delay spread, and link stability94

can be considered during the network design and deployment95

phase. However, there exists one highly variable parameter96

that impacts the performance of WMNs, which is traffic load97

distribution on each link. It is rather common in WMNs that98

some links experience heavy traffic, whereas other links support99

only light traffic. To conduct efficient resource allocation for100

these links, a link with light traffic must be assigned with a very101

small resource unit, whereas a link with heavy traffic needs a102

large number of such resource units. If a time slot with fixed103

channel width is considered as a resource unit, then it is difficult104

to achieve the fine granularity of a small resource unit. For105

example, in many wireless networks, a link with fixed channel106

width can deliver a rate of 50 Mb/s or more; to achieve a107

resource unit of 100 Kb/s, the time slot length is 240 μs when108

the frame size is 1500 bytes and can be as small as 24 μs when109

the frame size is 150 bytes. Implementing such a small time slot110

is extremely challenging and can also result in large overhead111

due to the need of guard time. This problem can be properly112

solved by leveraging channel-width adaptation. More specifi-113

cally, a fine-grained resource unit can be achieved by reducing114

channel width in a time slot. Thus, in this paper, channel-width115

adaptation algorithms and protocols are developed to satisfy116

heterogeneous traffic demands on various links in WMNs.117

Traditionally, channel width of a link can be adjusted by se-118

lecting different options (e.g., 5, 10, 20, and 40 MHz) available119

in a radio. To consider finer channel-width adaptation, orthogo-120

nal frequency-division multiple-access (OFDMA) is adopted.121

We consider a single-radio WMN, where each radio adopts122

OFDMA. The channel width in a time slot of each radio is ad-123

justed by selecting a different number of subchannels. Thus, the124

problem of channel-width adaptation to heterogeneous traffic125

demands in various links is converted to another problem, i.e.,126

how to allocate subchannels and time slots to different links of127

a WMN such that the throughput of the entire network is maxi-128

mized. We have made the following contributions in this paper.129

1) Channel-width adaptation is proposed to resolve the issue130

of mismatch between link capacity and traffic demands.131

Instead of a traditional adaptation mechanism by choos-132

ing different available spectrum (i.e., frequency center133

and frequency bandwidth), OFDMA-based channel-134

width adaptation is proposed as a new mechanism. Based135

on this new mechanism, the channel-width adaptation136

problem in WMNs is converted into a time slot and137

subchannel allocation problem.138

2) An optimization problem is formulated to investigate the139

channel-width adaptation problem in WMNs. The corre-140

sponding decision problem of this optimization problem141

is proved to be NP-complete, which reveals the complex-142

ity of channel-width adaptation in WMNs. To reduce the143

complexity, a greedy algorithm is proposed to obtain a144

suboptimal solution. With the feasible solution from the145

greedy algorithm as the initial population, a genetic algo- 146

rithm (GA) is derived to obtain a near-optimal solution. 147

Taking the GA as a reference, the greedy algorithm is 148

shown to achieve comparable performance as that of a 149

near-optimal solution. 150

3) It is shown that the greedy algorithm can be executed 151

in a distributed way. Thus, this algorithm is incorporated 152

into a distributed medium access control (MAC) protocol 153

for channel-width adaptation in OFDMA WMNs. The 154

MAC protocol is highly adaptive to dynamic network 155

conditions such as variable traffic demands of wireless 156

links. Thus, the throughput of the entire network is greatly 157

improved. 158

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The 159

basic mechanisms and benefits of channel-width adaptation 160

based on OFDMA are explained in Section II, where related 161

work is also presented. The time slot and subchannel allo- 162

cation problem for channel-width adaptation is formulated in 163

Section III, where a greedy algorithm and a GA are devel- 164

oped to obtain a near-optimal solution to resource allocation. 165

Based on the greedy algorithm, a distributed MAC protocol is 166

designed in Section IV. Performance results are presented in 167

Section V, and the paper is concluded in Section VI. 168

II. CHANNEL-WIDTH ADAPTATION BASED ON 169

ORTHOGONAL FREQUENCY-DIVISION MULTIPLE-ACCESS: 170

MECHANISMS, BENEFITS, AND RELATED WORK 171

A. OFDMA-Based Channel-Width Adaptation Mechanisms 172

We consider a single-radio WMN. Traditionally, the channel 173

width of a link can be adjusted by selecting: 1) different options 174

of channel width (e.g., 5, 10, 20, and 40 MHz) available in a ra- 175

dio; and 2) the center frequency of the operation channel spec- 176

trum. However, the performance of this approach is impacted 177

by several drawbacks. First, the granularity of channel-width 178

adjustment is constrained, and thus, the step size of channel- 179

width adjustment is limited. For example, the minimum channel 180

width in an IEEE 802.11 radio must be 5 MHz and the step 181

size is 5, 10, or 20 MHz. Second, the operation spectrum of a 182

channel on a radio must be consecutive. 183

In this paper, a different approach is proposed to adjust 184

channel width. It is based on the capability of subchannels (i.e., 185

a number of subcarriers) allocation of OFDMA. Compared with 186

a radio with traditional channel-width adaptation, an OFDMA- 187

based radio brings several advantages. 188

1) It is flexible to adjust channel width to support traffic 189

demand by selecting a different number of subchannels. 190

2) It does not require the spectrum of the selected subchan- 191

nels to be consecutive, and the step size of channel-width 192

adaptation can be as fine as one subchannel. 193

3) A single OFDMA radio node can support multiple com- 194

munication links at the same time. 195

B. Benefits of the OFDMA-Based Channel-Width Adaptation 196

The benefits of the OFDMA-based channel-width adaptation 197

are demonstrated in the following example. 198
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Fig. 1. Benefits of the OFDMA-based channel-width adaptation scheme. (a) Communication topology. (b) OFDMA-based scheme. (c) Traditional scheme.

A simple WMN with four nodes A, B, C, and D is consid-199

ered in Fig. 1(a), where each node is equipped with one radio.200

The links are directional, and the whole spectrum is assumed201

to be 40 MHz. In the case of the OFDMA-based channel-width202

adaptation mechanism, the whole spectrum is divided into203

16 subchannels. For the traditional channel-width adaptation204

scheme, channel width can only be selected from {5, 10, 20,205

40} MHz, but the center frequency of a channel can be arbitrar-206

ily adjusted. We assume that subchannels are allocated to nodes207

slot by slot, and one subchannel per time slot Δ can convey208

1 unit traffic demand. In Fig. 1(a), the traffic demands in links209

AB, AC, DB, and DC are 6, 1, 3, and 6 units, respectively.210

Considering the OFDMA-based channel-width adaptation211

scheme, the subchannel and time slot allocation is shown in212

Fig. 1(b). To support all traffic demands, the time-division213

multiple-access (TDMA) frame can be as short as Δ, and the214

throughput of the network is (6+ 1+ 3+ 6)/1=16 (units/Δ).215

Considering the traditional channel-width adaptation scheme,216

the channel and time slot allocation is shown in Fig. 1(c). To217

support all traffic demands, the TDMA frame needs to be 2Δ.218

Thus, the throughput of the network is (6 + 1 + 3 + 6)/2 =219

8 (units/Δ).220

This simple example demonstrates that the network through-221

put can be greatly improved by the OFDMA-based channel-222

width adaptation scheme for the following reasons: 1) An223

OFDMA radio can support several communication links simul-224

taneously; and 2) the granularity of channel-width adjustment225

of an OFDMA radio can be as small as a subchannel.226

However, two issues specific to OFDMA-based channel-227

width adaptation need to be considered: 1) channel-width228

adaptation in both frequency domain and time domain, i.e.,229

both time slot and subchannel allocation; and 2) transmitting230

and receiving constraint, i.e., in a time slot, the subchannels231

allocated to a radio can only be used for either transmitting or232

receiving packets because full duplex wireless communications233

[7] are not considered in the OFDMA radio.234

C. Related Work235

So far many research papers have addressed the channel236

allocation problem in WMNs. For papers on single-radio mul-237

tichannel operation [8]–[10], their results are not applicable238

to the OFDMA-based channel-width adaptation because fixed 239

channel width is assumed. For papers on multiradio multichan- 240

nel operation [11], [12], their algorithms cannot be adopted 241

either because in the OFDMA-based channel-width adaptation, 242

there exists a constraint that each node can either transmit 243

or receive packets on subchannels at one time slot, whereas 244

this constraint is not considered in the multiradio multichannel 245

scenarios. In [13], a different channel width is available through 246

channel combining on a radio for the WMNs. However, the 247

approach explained in [13] is different from our OFDMA-based 248

scheme in a single-radio WMN in two aspects: 1) In [13], one 249

node can only maintain one communication link. However, in 250

our scheme, one node can simultaneously support several com- 251

munication links with different nodes; and 2) in [13], a radio 252

can only use continuous channels, but a radio in our scheme 253

can transmit on any subchannels in the communication band. 254

To date, there also exist research results on subcarrier allocation 255

for OFDMA WMNs. In [14], fair allocation of subcarrier and 256

power is studied for a specific WMN with one mesh router and 257

multiple mesh clients. Thus, their point-to-many-points (PMP) 258

structure is different from our ad hoc network model. In [15], 259

a joint power-subcarrier-time allocation algorithm is derived 260

for one cluster of a WMN. In each cluster, the mesh router 261

is responsible for resource assignment for its mesh clients. 262

Thus, their network structure is also PMP. More recently, the 263

resource-allocation problem of multihop OFDMA WMNs has 264

been conducted in [16]–[19]. However, these papers focus on a 265

relay-based two-hop network model. Thus, their algorithms are 266

not applicable to a generic WMN. Consequently, to solve the 267

subchannel allocation problem for channel-width adaptation in 268

generic WMNs, new resource-allocation algorithms need to be 269

derived and an appropriate one must be identified to conduct 270

channel-width adaptation in a distributed MAC protocol, which 271

is the focus of this paper. 272

III. CHANNEL-WIDTH ADAPTATION ALGORITHMS BASED 273

ON ORTHOGONAL FREQUENCY-DIVISION 274

MULTIPLE-ACCESS 275

Here, the resource-allocation problem considering channel- 276

width adaptation is formulated first, and then the corresponding 277

greedy and GAs are derived. 278
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A. Problem Formulation279

We consider a WMN consisting of N nodes and L directional280

links. Each node is equipped with an OFDMA radio. The281

transmission range of each node is R, and the interference range282

is R′. The network is modeled as a directional communication283

graph G(V,A), where V is a set of nodes and A is a set of284

directed edges. Moreover, |V | = N and |A| = L. Thus, for link285

l(i, j) ∈ A, node i ∈ V is specified as the sending node and286

node j ∈ V is the receiving node.287

OFDMA is considered in the WMN; hence, a resource unit288

is a subchannel in a certain time slot. The length of a time slot289

is fixed, but the TDMA frame length is variable according to290

the fluctuating traffic demands of all links in the WMN. More291

specifically, when resource allocation is performed, the total292

number of time slots is determined such that traffic demands293

of all links are satisfied within a TDMA frame. This design294

eliminates the need of admission control, which is a preferred295

feature of data networks. To be consistent with this design, the296

traffic demand of a link is not specified as the actual traffic297

load. Instead, it is specified as the number of resource units per298

TDMA frame, and each unit represents the data transmitted in299

one subchannel per time slot, which is the same as the definition300

in Section II-A. For easy specification of traffic demands, when301

a node needs to specify the traffic demand of a link, it selects302

a traffic demand level from the set of {1, 2, . . . ,M} (units),303

and the selected level is proportional to its expected actual304

traffic load. This design of the TDMA frame structure and the305

resource-allocation mechanism achieves time slotted resource306

sharing among links of all nodes, which is well suited for data307

networks.308

In our OFDMA-based channel-width adaptation mechanism,309

it is assumed that the whole spectrum is divided into W310

subchannels and one subchannel supports one unit of traffic311

demand per time slot. The OFDMA-based radio can transmit312

data on any combination of these subchannels.313

We use the protocol model [20] as the interference model.314

Under this model, a transmission from node i to node j in a time315

slot is successful if two conditions are satisfied: 1) dij ≤ R,316

where dij is the distance between node i and node j; 2) any317

node k that occupies at least one overlapping subchannel with318

link l(i, j) and dkj ≤ R′ is not transmitting. Moreover, a unit319

of traffic demand means the equivalent data rate that can be320

supported by a subchannel per time slot. Although the physical321

layer parameters (such as channel gain and rate adaptation) can322

impact the data rate of a subchannel per time slot, such impact323

can be captured by different units of traffic demand. In other324

words, given the same traffic load, the equivalent units of traffic325

demand are higher for a lower rate subchannel. Thus, physical326

layer parameters are not explicitly considered in the protocol327

model. Due to the OFDMA technique, the problem of channel-328

width adaptation can be converted into a resource-allocation329

problem: given traffic demands on different links, how time330

slots and subchannels are assigned under some constraints such331

that the total traffic demands are satisfied with the least number332

of time slots, i.e., the network throughput is maximized. This333

resource-allocation problem is formulated as follows. First, our334

objective is to minimize the number of time slots (i.e., the335

length of one TDMA frame) that can support the given traffic 336

demands. Suppose that the total number of time slots consumed 337

by the WMN is denoted as T , then the objective function 338

becomes 339

Minimize T. (1)

Obviously, T lies in the positive integer set, i.e., 340

T ∈ {1, 2, . . .}. (2)

To help determine time slot and subchannel allocation for 341

each directional link, X(i, j, t, s) is used to denote the alloca- 342

tion status of link l(i, j) in time slot t and subchannel s. Since 343

X(i, j, t, s) ∈ {0, 1}, we have the following constraint: 344

X(i, j, t, s) ∈ {0, 1}
∀l(i, j) ∈ A ∀t = 1, 2, . . . , T ∀s = 1, 2, . . . ,W. (3)

To capture potential interference between links, we need a 345

link interference constraint described as follows: 346

X(i, j, t, s) +X(p, q, t, s) ≤ 1
∀l(i, j) ∈ A ∀t = 1, 2, . . . , T ∀s = 1, 2, . . . ,W
∀l(p, q) ∈ Il(i,j) (4)

where Il(i,j) is the interference set of link l(i, j). 347

Since each mesh node has a single radio, it either transmits 348

or receives on all the occupied subchannels in the same time 349

slot. Thus, for a certain link l(i, j), we have the following 350

transmitting and receiving constraint (i.e., Tx/Rx constraint): 351

X(i, j, t, s)×

⎡
⎣X(i, j, t, s) +

W∑
f=1

∑
p∈in(i)

X(p, i, t, f)

+

W∑
g=1

∑
q∈out(j)

X(j, q, t, g)

⎤
⎦ ≤ 1

∀l(i, j) ∈ A ∀t = 1, 2, . . . , T ∀s = 1, 2, . . . ,W (5)

where in(i) is a set of nodes that send data to node i. Similarly, 352

out(j) is the set of nodes that receive data from node j. 353

Finally, to satisfy the traffic demand of each link l(i, j) ∈ A, 354

we need to consider the traffic demand constraint 355

T∑
t=1

W∑
s=1

X(i, j, t, s) ≥ D(i, j)

D(i, j) ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,M} (6)

where D(i, j) represents the units of traffic demand on link 356

l(i, j). This constraint means that each link must be assigned 357

with enough time slots and subchannels to support its traffic 358

demand. 359

Consequently, we have formulated the optimization problem 360

of time slot and subchannel allocation for OFDMA-based 361

channel-width adaptation. We call this problem the single- 362

radio OFDMA-based resource-allocation (SRORA) problem. 363

In summary, SRORA needs to optimize the objective in (1), 364

subject to constraints in (2)–(6). In the following theorem, we 365

prove that SRORA is NP-complete. 366
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Fig. 2. (a) Communication graph G(V,A), which consists of four directional communication links. Each link has 2 units of traffic demands. Based on the
protocol interference model, G(V,A) is converted into the interference graph G′ in (b), where each vertex represents a directional communication link in
G(V,A). (c) Split communication graph of G(V,A). It is constructed by splitting a communication link in G(V,A) into several links, each with one unit of
traffic demand, e.g., l(A,B) in G(V,A) has two units of traffic demands; hence, it is split into l(A,B)1 and l(A,B)2 in Gsplit, each with one unit of traffic
demand. (d) Interference graph of the split communication graph Gsplit. (a) G(V,A). (b) G′. (c) Gsplit. (d) G′

split.

Theorem 1: In SRORA, the decision problem of verifying367

whether K time slots are enough to satisfy the total traffic368

demands is NP-complete.369

Proof: First, for any candidate solution of time slot and370

subchannel allocation, whether all the constraints are satisfied371

can be verified in polynomial time. Thus, the decision problem372

in SRORA is NP. Second, we consider the special case of373

SRORA by setting W = 1 and D(i, j) = 1 for all links. Using374

the protocol interference model, we convert the directional link375

l(i, j) ∈ A in the communication graph G(V,A) into the vertex376

in the corresponding interference graph G′, as shown in Fig. 2.377

Based on the interference graph G′, each link l(i, j) in the378

communication graph G(V,A) can construct an interference set379

Il(i,j). Since in this special case only one subchannel and one380

unit of traffic demand are considered for each link, only one381

time slot is needed in a frame to satisfy traffic demand con-382

straint (6). To satisfy link interference constraint (4), any link383

in Il(i,j) must be assigned a different time slot from that of link384

l(i, j). In this special case, when link interference constraint (4)385

is satisfied, Tx/Rx constraint (5) is also automatically satisfied386

due to the two facts: 1) The links l(p, i) where p ∈ in(i) and387

links l(j, q) where q ∈ out(j) are in set Il(i,j); and 2) the388

link in Il(i,j) is assigned with a different time slot from the389

link l(i, j). Therefore, the problem of determining whether K390

time slots are enough to support the traffic demands of all391

links in the communication graph G(V,A) is equivalent to the392

problem of checking whether K colors are sufficient to color393

the vertices in the corresponding interference graph G′. We394

know that the latter problem is NP-complete [21], which means395

that every problem in NP is reducible to the decision problem of396

SRORA in polynomial time. As a result, the decision problem397

of SRORA (in the special case) is NP-complete. In the general398

case (with W subchannels and D(i, j) traffic demand), the399

decision problem is also NP-complete. �400

B. Greedy Algorithm401

Since the problem SRORA is NP-complete, a low-402

complexity greedy algorithm is proposed for the SRORA prob-403

lem, and we call it GR-SRORA. In our greedy algorithm, links404

are assigned with time slot and subchannel in a certain sequen-405

tial order just like coloring the vertices in the corresponding406

interference graph. However, here we also need to consider407

Tx/Rx constraint.408

GR-SRORA is described in Algorithm 1. It works as 409

follows. 410

1) Lines 2–15 specify the procedures of assigning the 411

time slot and subchannel to link l(i, j) considering both 412

link interference constraint and Tx/Rx constraint. The 413

resource-allocation status table of link l(i, j), denoted by 414

Φ(i, j, t, s), captures link interference constraint. More 415

specifically, for any t and s, if Φ(i, j, t, s) = 1, it means 416

that subchannel s in time slot t is occupied by a link in 417

the interference set of link l(i, j) (i.e., Il(i,j)). The single- 418

radio OFDMA constraint table of link l(i, j), denoted by 419

Ψ(i, j, t), captures Tx/Rx constraint. More specifically, 420

for any t, if Ψ(i, j, t) = 1, it means that link l(i, j) cannot 421

transmit on any subchannel in time slot t. 422

2) Lines 16–19 are executed after a link assignment. Two ta- 423

bles (Φ(p, q, t, s) and Ψ(p, q, t)) of each link are updated 424

and will be used in the next link assignment. 425

3) Line 21 is used to determine Tgreedy, which is the total 426

number of time slots consumed by the network following 427

the greedy algorithm. 428

The performance of the greedy algorithm GR-SRORA is 429

analyzed as follows. We denote the minimum number of time 430

slots consumed in SRORA and the greedy algorithm GR- 431

SRORA as Toptimal and Tgreedy, respectively. Based on the 432

split graph Gsplit of the original communication graph G(V,A) 433

and the split interference graph G′
split in Fig. 2, the relationship 434

between Toptimal and Tgreedy is shown in Theorem 2. 435

Algorithm 1 GR-SRORA 436

Input: 437

• Communication graph G(V,A) 438

• Resource consumption status table of link l(i, j): 439

Φ(i, j, t, s) 440

• Single-radio OFDMA constraint table of link l(i, j): 441

Ψ(i, j, t) 442

• Traffic demand on link l(i, j): D(i, j) 443

• Number of total subchannels: W 444

Output: 445

• Network time slot consumption: Tgreedy 446

• The maximum time slot assigned to link l(i, j): Tl(i,j) 447

• Time slot and subchannel allocation result for link l(i, j): 448

X(i, j, t, s) 449
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Initialization:450

• Φ(i, j, t, s) = 0451

• Ψ(i, j, t) = 0452

• Tgreedy = 0453

• Tl(i,j) = 0454

1: for all l(i, j) ∈ A do455

2: for t = 1 to +∞ do456

3: if D(i, j) == 0 then457

4: Break;458

5: end if459

6: if Ψ(i, j, t)! = 1 then460

7: for s = 1 to W do461

8: if D(i, j) > 0 && Φ(i, j, t, s) == 0 then462

9: X(i, j, t, s) = 1463

10: D(i, j) = D(i, j)− 1464

11: Tl(i,j) = t465

12: end if466

13: end for467

14: end if468

15: end for469

16: for all l(p, q) ∈ A do470

17: Update Φ(p, q, t, s)471

18: Update Ψ(p, q, t)472

19: end for473

20: end for474

21: Tgreedy = maxl(i,j)∈A Tl(i,j)475

22: Stop.476

Theorem 2: For the optimal solution of the problem SRORA477

Toptimal and the greedy solution of GR-SRORA Tgreedy,478

�(χ(G′
split)/W )	 ≤Toptimal≤Tgreedy ≤ Tmax=δ(G′

split)+1,479

where �·	 is the ceiling function, δ(·) is the maximum degree480

of a graph, and χ(·) is the chromatic number of a graph. More-481

over, G′
split is the interference graph constructed by splitting a482

communication link in G(V,A) into separate links, each withAQ2 483

one unit traffic demand.484

Proof: The proof consists of two parts. First, we derive485

the lower bound of Toptimal by looking into the property of486

Toptimal. In the communication graph G(V,A), each directional487

link l(i, j) (with traffic demand D(i, j)) is split into D(i, j) vir-488

tual directional links between node i and node j to construct the489

split communication graph Gsplit, as shown in Fig. 2(c). Based490

on the protocol interference model, the split communication491

graph Gsplit is converted into its corresponding interference492

graph G′
split, as shown in Fig. 2(d). If each vertex of G′

split is493

greedily colored, i.e., assigning different time slot–subchannel494

pairs to interfering virtual links Gsplit, then each link in495

communication graph G(V,A) certainly satisfies the link inter-496

ference constraint. The minimum number of colors (i.e., time497

slot–subchannel pairs) that G′
split consumes is the chromatic498

number χ(G′
split) [22]. Since W subchannels are available for499

each time slot, the minimum number of consumed time slots500

becomes �(χ(G′
split)/W )	, when only link interference con-501

straint is taken into account. However, in SRORA, there exists502

the Tx/Rx constraint; hence, the optimal number of time slots503

(i.e., Toptimal) must be larger than or equal to �(χ(G′
split)/W )	.504

In other words, �(χ(G′
split)/W )	 ≤ Toptimal holds.505

Second, we derive the upper bound of Toptimal by exploring 506

the property of Tgreedy. We consider the worst case where 507

there exists only one subchannel (i.e., W = 1). Given any 508

link assignment order �L taken by GR-SRORA, there exists a 509

corresponding greedy coloring order in G′
split. For any greedy 510

coloring order in G′
split, the number of colors that are needed is 511

at most δ(G′
split) + 1 [23]. Since the number of colors in G′

split 512

is exactly equal to the number of time slots needed in the worst 513

case communication graph, i.e., Tworst
greedy(

�L), thus, for any link AQ3514

assignment order �L, the number of time slots that are consumed 515

is upper bounded by Tmax = δ(G′
split) + 1. In general, the 516

number of subchannels W is usually a constant greater than 1. 517

Thus, for any link assignment order �L, the total number of time 518

slots needed by GR-SRORA Tgreedy( �L) is equal or smaller than 519

Tworst
greedy(

�L). Thus, Tgreedy ≤ Tmax = δ(G′
split) + 1. 520

Combining the lower bound and the upper bound, we have 521

�(χ(G′
split)/W )	≤Toptimal≤Tgreedy≤Tmax=δ(G′

split)+1, 522

which proves Theorem 2. � 523

The complexity of the GR-SRORA is analyzed as follows. 524

In GR-SRORA, the number of links L is a variable, but sub- 525

channel number W and traffic demand upper bound M for each 526

link are constants. In Algorithm 1, lines 2–15 are for assigning 527

time slots and subchannels to link l(i, j). Its complexity is 528

O(Tmax), where Tmax is the upper bound of Tgreedy. As shown 529

in Theorem 2, Tmax = δ(G′
split) + 1. Since δ(G′

split) + 1 ≤ 530

M × L+ 1, hence, Tmax ≤ M × L+ 1. Thus, the complexity 531

from lines 2–15 is O(L). Lines 16–19 are to update Φ(i, j, t, s) 532

and Ψ(i, j, t). The complexity is O(L). Thus, considering lines 533

1–22, the complexity is L× (O(L) +O(L)). Therefore, the 534

total complexity is O(L2). 535

C. GA 536

Since the greedy algorithm, i.e., GR-SRORA, usually can 537

only obtain the suboptimal solution, we adopt a GA to obtain 538

a near-optimal result as a theoretical reference for our greedy 539

algorithm. 540

To apply the GA, the number of decision variables 541

X(i, j, t, s) in the optimization problem SRORA needs to be 542

constant. Since for a certain network the number of links L 543

and the number of subchannels W are constants, we also need 544

to fix the total time slots for assignment so that the number 545

of X(i, j, t, s) will be fixed. From the proof of Theorem 2, 546

Toptimal is upper bounded by Tmax = δ(G′
split) + 1 for a given 547

communication graph G(V,A). With this bound, the problem 548

SRORA is reformulated as follows: 549

Minimize T.

s.t.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

X(i, j, t, s) +X(p, q, t, s) ≤ 1[
X(i, j, t, s) +

∑W
f=1

∑
p∈in(i) X(p, i, t, f)

+
∑W

g=1

∑
q∈out(j) X(j, q, t, g)

]
×X(i, j, t, s) ≤ 1∑Tmax

t=1

∑W
s=1 X(i, j, t, s) ≥ D(i, j)

X(i, j, t, s) ∈ {0, 1}
∀l(i, j) ∈ A ∀s = 1, 2, . . . ,W
∀l(p, q) ∈ Il(i,j) ∀t = 1, 2, . . . , Tmax.
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The objective T is the maximum occupied time slot in the550

network and is calculated with decision variable X(i, j, t, s) as551

T = maxt∈{1,2,...,Tmax} t, subject to maxl(i,j)∈A,s∈{1,2,...,W }552

X(i, j, t, s) 
=0. The previous optimization problem is exactly553

the same as SRORA, except that the range of t is upper bounded554

by Tmax instead of T . Thus, its complexity is the same as555

SRORA, i.e., it is also NP-complete.556

Based on this new formulation, a GA is developed for557

SRORA. We call it GA-SRORA. Different from classic opti-558

mization methods such as gradient-based approaches, GA is559

well suited for integer programming problems. Although there560

is no absolute guarantee for the GA-SRORA to obtain an561

optimal solution, the algorithm can be executed for sufficient562

time to reach a near-optimal solution.563

GA evolves its generation into the next generation via three564

essential steps: reproduction, crossover, and mutation. Thus,565

GA-SRORA is executed according to the following steps.566

1) Initialize Population: The population of our algorithm567

GA-SRORA consists of chromosomes. Each chromo-568

some is represented by X(i, j, t, s) of all links.569

2) Evaluation and Fitness Assignment: For every chromo-570

some, its fitness needs to be minimized in GA-SRORA.571

The fitness captures the objective function and the con-572

straints in the reformulated SRORA problem. As a result,573

the fitness is described as574

Fitness

= T + P × (C1 + C2 + C3)

C1 =
∑

l(i,j)∈A
max

[
0, 1 −

Tmax∑
t=1

W∑
s=1

X(i, j, t, s)/D(i, j)

]

C2 =
∑

l(i,j)∈A

∑
l(p,q)∈Il(i,j)

Tmax∑
t=1

W∑
s=1

max

× [0, X(i, j, t, s) +X(p, q, t, s)− 1]

C3 =
∑

l(i,j)∈A

Tmax∑
t=1

W∑
s=1

max

×

⎡
⎣0,

⎛
⎝X(i, j, t, s) +

W∑
f=1

∑
p∈in(i)

X(p, i, t, f)

+

W∑
g=1

∑
q∈out(j)

X(j, q, t, g)

⎞
⎠X(i, j, t, s)− 1

⎤
⎦

where T is the maximum occupied time slot in the575

network and is obtained with X(i, j, t, s), P as a penalty576

parameter. C1, C2, and C3 are derived from traffic de-577

mand constraint, link interference constraint, and Tx/Rx578

constraint, respectively.579

3) Reproduction: According to the fitness, better chromo-580

somes are copied and worse chromosomes are removed,581

whereas holding population size constant. A fair selection582

is applied to generate “winners” and put them into the583

“mating pool.”584

4) Crossover: Parent chromosomes swap a subset of their585

strings, generating two new chromosomes called children.586

5) Mutation: A new chromosome is generated by changing 587

value of one bit in its string. This step reduces the chance 588

of falling into the local optimal point. 589

6) Steps 2–5 are repeated for U rounds to obtain a relatively 590

stable solution. 591

The complexity of the GA-SRORA can be derived similarly 592

to Algorithm 1. For iteration rounds U , population size V , and 593

link number L, the complexity of GA-SRORA is O(UV L3). 594

IV. DISTRIBUTED MEDIUM ACCESS CONTROL FOR 595

ORTHOGONAL FREQUENCY-DIVISION 596

MULTIPLE-ACCESS-BASED CHANNEL-WIDTH 597

ADAPTATION 598

Here, a distributed MAC protocol is designed based on the 599

greedy algorithm for OFDMA-based channel-width adaptation. 600

A. Distributed Operation of the Greedy Algorithm 601

Four information tables are maintained by every node i: 602

1) Qin(i, p, q), which indicates whether subchannel q in time 603

slot p is occupied by a receiving link (i.e., incoming link) of a 604

node in the interference range of node i; 2) Qout(i, p, q), which 605

indicates whether subchannel q in time slot p is occupied by a 606

sending link (i.e., outgoing link) of a node in the interference 607

range of node i; 3) Oin(i, t), which indicates whether time slot 608

t is occupied by any receiving link of node i; and 4) Oout(i, t), 609

which indicates whether time slot t is occupied by any sending 610

link of node i. How such information is collected is explained 611

in Section IV-C and D. 612

For a given link l(i, j), sending node i is responsible for 613

assigning time slots and subchannels to support a given number 614

of units (denoted as D(i, j)) in a TDMA frame. With these 615

variables, resource allocation of link l(i, j) is executed as 616

follows. 617

1) Information fusion: Based on the protocol interference 618

model, any receiving link of a node located in the interfer- 619

ence range of node i or any sending link of a node located 620

in the interference range of node j potentially interferes 621

with link l(i, j); hence, node i needs to communicate with 622

node j to collect all the resource-allocation information 623

by combining tables Qin(i, p, q) and Qout(j, p, q) before 624

resource allocation is conducted. Due to the single-radio 625

OFDMA Tx/Rx constraint, node i also needs to obtain 626

table Oout(j, t) from node j, and then determines which 627

time slot is still available by checking Oin(i, t) and 628

Oout(j, t). 629

2) Time slot and subchannel allocation: For the first time 630

slot, node i assigns the unoccupied subchannels to link 631

l(i, j) to support the traffic demands. If the first time slot 632

is not enough, it goes to the second time slot. This process 633

is repeated until the sum of the assigned subchannels 634

can support the traffic demand of link l(i, j). During 635

this period, any link l(p, q) ∈ Il(i,j) (i.e., l(p, q) is any 636

receiving link of a node located in the interference range 637

of node i or any sending link of a node located in the 638

interference range of node j) cannot conduct resource 639

allocation simultaneously. 640
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Fig. 3. Frame structure.

3) Information table update: After resource allocation of link641

l(i, j), all nodes in the interference range of node i and642

node j update their information tables immediately.643

To support the aforementioned mechanisms, the control mes-644

sages need to be received within the interference range. To645

this end, the lowest transmission rate is adopted by control646

messages.647

Since every node contends to assign resources to its out-648

going links in a greedy way, two nodes that are far away649

enough can conduct resource allocation simultaneously. As a650

result, resource allocation in the entire WMN is conducted in651

a distributed way and is thus called distributed GR-SRORA652

(DGR-SRORA). Based on this distributed resource-allocation653

process, a distributed multisubchannel TDMA MAC protocol654

is developed in the following sections.655

B. Frame Structure656

The new MAC protocol works in a hybrid way, as shown in657

Fig. 3. In each superframe, a new resource allocation is carried658

out in λ control subframes, and data transmissions proceed on659

the assigned time slots and subchannels.660

A superframe includes two parts, namely, hybrid period and661

pure data transmission period. The hybrid period consists of λ662

hybrid TDMA frames, where λ is a constant and must be set663

large enough for all the nodes to complete resource allocation.664

A hybrid TDMA frame is composed of two subframes: control665

subframe and data subframe. Each consists of a number of666

time slots. The control subframe is used for resource allocation.667

The data subframe is used for data transmission. The pure data668

transmission period consists of σ pure TDMA frames, where669

σ is a constant. These TDMA frames are only used for data670

transmission.671

As shown in Fig. 3, in the nth superframe, the length of the672

data subframe in the hybrid period is T f
n−1, which is determined673

in the (n− 1)-th superframe. In the hybrid period of the nth su-674

perframe, our resource-allocation algorithm determines a new675

length of a TDMA frame T f
n . This new value updates the length676

of a pure TDMA frame in the pure data transmission period of677

the nth superframe. It also determines the length of the data678

subframe in the hybrid period of the (n+ 1)-th superframe. As679

a result, in Fig. 3, the frame lengths in the left hybrid TDMA680

frame and the right hybrid TDMA frame are equal to T f
n−1 and681

T f
n , respectively.682

In the control subframe of the hybrid period, each node683

uses an request-to-send/clear-to-send mechanism to contend for684

time slots’ and subchannels’ allocation. In all TDMA frames685

for data transmission, each node adopts carrier-sense multiple 686

access/collision avoidance to access the assigned time slots and 687

subchannels. This can prevent collisions due to allocation error 688

or out-of-network interference. As a result, our MAC protocol 689

is actually a TDMA MAC overlaying CSMA/CA. 690

C. Distributed Resource-Allocation Procedure 691

The control subframe in Fig. 3 is used to signal distributed 692

resource allocation. Control messages are sent with the lowest 693

transmission rate using all subchannels. For resource assign- 694

ment of link l(i, j), the negotiation between node i and node j 695

follows this procedure. 696

1) Node i sends a request-to-assign (RTA) packet to node j. 697

All nodes except node j in the sensing range of node i 698

keep quiet. 699

2) Upon receiving the RTA packet, node j sends node i a 700

clear-to-assign (CTA) packet, which containsQout(j, p, q) 701

and Oout(j, t). All nodes except node i in the sensing 702

range of node j keep quiet. 703

3) Upon receiving the CTA packet, node i relies on ta- 704

bles Qin(i, p, q), Qout(j, p, q), Oin(i, t), and Oout(j, t) 705

to assign time slots and subchannels to link l(i, j). Then, 706

node i broadcasts an announcement (ANN) packet, which 707

contains the assignment result for link l(i, j), to all nodes 708

in its interference range. 709

4) Upon receiving the ANN packet, all nodes in the inter- 710

ference range of node i update their tables. Node j also 711

broadcasts an ANN packet to all nodes in its interference 712

range, and then such receiving nodes update their infor- 713

mation tables. 714

An example of resource-allocation procedure is explained 715

next. The signaling messages are transmitted in the lowest 716

rate to cover all the nodes in the interference range, and the 717

exchange procedure is shown in Fig. 4. 718

1) Node A starts to assign time slots and subchannels for 719

link l(A,B). It broadcasts an RTA packet to node B. 720

Node C and node D can receive the signaling packet; 721

hence, they keep quiet. 722

2) Node B receives the RTA packet and then broad- 723

casts a CTA packet, which contains Qout(B, p, q) and 724

Oout(B, t), to node A. Nodes A and C can receive this 725

packet, but node D can only sense it. 726

3) Node A receives the CTA packet and broadcasts an ANN 727

packet, which contains the assignment result for link 728

l(A,B). Node B receives this packet, but nodes C and 729

D can only sense it. 730
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Fig. 4. Operation of the MAC protocol: An example. (a) Topology. (b) Resource negotiation.

4) When node B receives the ANN packet, it updates its731

own information tables and rebroadcasts the ANN packet.732

Nodes A and C receive it and update their tables, but node733

D can only sense it.734

5) Node D starts to assign time slots and subchannels for735

link l(D,C). It broadcasts an RTA packet to node C.736

Node A and node B can sense the signaling; hence, they737

keep quiet.738

6) Node C receives the RTA packet and then broad-739

casts a CTA packet, which contains Qout(C, p, q) and740

Oout(C, t), to node D. Node D and node B can receive741

this packet, but node A can only sense it.742

7) Node D receives the CTA packet and broadcasts an743

ANN packet, which contains the allocation result of link744

l(D,C). Node C receives this packet, but node A and745

node B can only sense it.746

8) When node C receives the ANN packet, it updates its747

own information tables and rebroadcasts the ANN packet.748

Nodes D and B receive it and update their information749

tables, but node A can only sense it.750

In the distributed algorithm, every node determines its own751

time slot. Thus, the largest time slot in one node may be dif-752

ferent from that of another node. To avoid inconsistent TDMA753

frame in different links, the largest time slot in the allocation754

must be known to all nodes. This can be done by the following755

simple procedure. When a node gets resource-allocation infor-756

mation from another node, it compares its largest time slot with757

that in the allocation information. If its own value is smaller,758

it needs to update its largest time slot number and broadcast759

the updated information to its neighbors; otherwise, no action760

is needed.761

D. Enhancement for Multiple Interference Domains762

The aforementioned protocol is effective for the single in-763

terference domain because every time only one link is in the764

resource-allocation process and other nodes can hear signaling765

messages and keep quiet. However, in the case of multiple766

Fig. 5. ANN packet collision may occur in the case of multiple interference
domains.

interference domains, there exist collisions in ANN packets. 767

For example, in Fig. 5, node B and node F successfully make 768

reservation for link l(B,A) and link l(F,G) by exchanging 769

RTA and CTA packets. However, it is possible that the ANN 770

packets broadcast by node B and node F simultaneously and 771

interfere each other at node D. Thus, node D cannot receive 772

the ANN packet, which leads to errors in the following resource 773

assignment in other links. To reduce the probability of colli- 774

sions in ANN packets, we propose a scheme as follows. During 775

the resource-allocation process of link l(i, j), node i and node 776

j exchange RTA and CTA packets as usual. The process of 777

broadcasting ANN packets is modified to reduce the collision 778

probability: 1) Node i and node j broadcast ANN packets in 779

turn for KANN rounds instead of only one round; and 2) be- 780

fore broadcasting an ANN packet, the sending node randomly 781

chooses a waiting time in the backoff window WANN and de- 782

lays the ANN packet transmission for the chosen waiting time. 783

Although this scheme cannot guarantee collision-free ANN 784

packets, the collision probability dramatically drops with the 785

increased KANN and WANN. It should be noted that how 786

to design an effective distributed MAC protocol in multiple 787

interference domains still remains a challenging problem. 788

V. PERFORMANCE RESULTS 789

Here, MATLAB simulations are carried out to evaluate our 790

algorithms and protocols developed in previous sections. Since 791

the objective of our algorithms and protocols is to leverage 792

channel-width adaptation to efficiently support diverse traffic 793

demands in different links of a WMN, transmission rate in 794

different links is assumed to be homogeneous. Performance 795

results from such a setting provide a better demonstration about 796
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Fig. 6. Simple topologies.

how channel-width adaptation improves throughput; the impact797

from heterogeneous link rates is eliminated. In simulations, the798

homogeneous link rate is equal to 54 Mb/s when the band-799

width is 20 MHz. The total available bandwidth is 40 MHz;800

hence, the corresponding link rate using a whole spectrum801

is 108 Mb/s. Moreover, a single radio is considered in each802

mesh node.803

In our OFDMA-based channel-width adaptation scheme, the804

whole spectrum is divided into 64 subchannels and the length805

of a time slot is 5 ms. We assume that one subchannel per time806

slot can transmit 1 unit of traffic demand. If a link is assigned807

two subchannels every three time slots, then its throughput808

is (2/3)× (108/64) = 1.125 Mb/s. The network throughput is809

defined as the ratio of the total supported traffic demands over810

the length of a TDMA frame.811

To fully evaluate our algorithm and protocols, different net-812

work topologies are considered in the following sections. The813

details of network setup and the corresponding traffic demands814

are specified separately for each topology.815

A. Simple Topologies816

The greedy algorithm and GA are evaluated under three817

simple topologies in Fig. 6. In each topology, the link ID is818

marked in the figure, and all the links have the same length,819

which represents the communication range. The interference820

range is set twice the communication range.821

For each link, the traffic demand is uniformly distributed in822

{1, . . . , 128} (units).823

For each topology, we evaluate the network throughput824

that can be achieved in a WMN with available bandwidth825

of 40 MHz. The performance results of our channel-width826

adaptation algorithms (i.e., GR-SRORA and GA-SRORA) are827

compared with that achieved by the single-radio traditional828

channel-width adaptation (SRTCWA) scheme and also with829

that achieved by the single-radio fixed channel-width (SRFCW)830

scheme. SRTCWA and SRFCW are executed following the831

same procedure as GR-SRORA (i.e., greedily assign time slot832

and channel to all the links in the same order as GR-SRORA)833

but consider different constraints. In SRTCWA, there are four834

options of channel width (i.e., 5, 10, 20, and 40 MHz), and the835

center frequency of each channel can be adjusted. In SRFCW,836

the radio on each node uses a 20-MHz channel. To be fair in837

comparison, two orthogonal channels (i.e., totally 40 MHz) are838

available in SRFCW for parallel links in the same interference 839

domain. 840

In the string topology, as shown in Fig. 7(a), on average, the 841

network throughput of GR-SRORA is 19.2% higher than that 842

achieved by SRTCWA and 30.8% higher than that of SRFCW. 843

In this network structure, the throughput improvement is not 844

significant due to lack of PMP structure in the string topology. 845

In the star topology, as shown in Fig. 7(b), on average, 846

the network throughput of GR-SRORA is 54.5% higher than 847

that of SRTCWA and 136.4% higher than that of SRFCW. 848

The improvement is significant because our OFDMA-based 849

channel-width adaptation scheme is very suitable for explor- 850

ing channel-width adaptive concurrent transmissions in a star 851

network structure. 852

In the grid topology, as shown in Fig. 7(c), on average, the 853

network throughput of GR-SRORA is 19.3% higher than that 854

of SRTCWA and 29.8% higher than that of SRFCW. 855

As shown in Fig. 7, the greedy algorithm achieves nearly 856

the same throughput as that of the GA-based algorithm, which 857

indicates that the greedy algorithm is effective to obtain a 858

near-optimal solution to the channel-width adaptation problem 859

in WMNs. 860

B. Randomized Topology 861

Our distributed MAC protocol is also evaluated in a ran- 862

domized topology. The communication range of each node is 863

100 m, the interference range is 200 m, and the sensing range is 864

300 m. The RTA and CTA packets have a length of 120 bytes, 865

and the ANN packet has a length of 30 bytes. As explained in 866

Section IV, the lowest transmission rate is adopted to send these 867

packets, and it is set to 6 Mb/s. 868

1) Single Interference Domain Scenario: In this scenario, 869

nodes are randomly distributed within a circle with a diameter 870

of 200 m. Since all nodes can hear each other, no collision is 871

associated with ANN packets. The distributed MAC protocol 872

(DGR-SRORA) in Section IV is adopted. The ANN packets 873

are broadcast only for one round. In the simulation, six cases 874

of node–link pairs are considered: 10 nodes 15 links, 10 nodes 875

20 links, 20 nodes 30 links, 20 nodes 40 links, 30 nodes 45 876

links, and 30 nodes 60 links. For each case, the nodes are 877

randomly distributed and the links are randomly selected. The 878

traffic demand for each link is uniformly distributed within 879

{1, . . . , 128} (units). 880

a) Network throughput: In each case of node–link pair, 881

the distributed protocol DGR-SRORA is compared with 882

SRTCWA and SRFCW. The network throughput of each case 883

is averaged over five tests and is shown in Fig. 8. In all 884

cases, our OFDMA-based channel-width adaptation scheme 885

outperforms SRTCWA and SRFCW. Moreover, compared with 886

the SRTCWA, DGR-SRORA improves the network throughput 887

by 14.3%, 20.0%, 18.5%, 15.0%, 13.3%, and 16.1%, respec- 888

tively, in six cases. As compared with SRFCW, DGR-SRORA 889

enhances the network throughput by 28.6%, 30.0%, 29.6%, 890

25.0%, 22.2%, and 24.2%, respectively, in six cases. 891

b) Resource-allocation delay: The total time required for 892

the distributed resource-allocation procedure is investigated. In 893

our simulation, the sum of the control subframe and the data 894
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Fig. 7. Network throughput for simple topologies. (a) String topology. (b) Star topology. (c) Grid topology.

Fig. 8. Network throughput in the scenario of single interference domain. (a) 10 nodes. (b) 20 nodes. (c) 30 nodes.

TABLE I
TOTAL RESOURCE ALLOCATION TIME FOR THE SINGLE INTERFERENCE DOMAIN SCENARIO

subframe (i.e., the length of a hybrid TDMA frame) is assumed895

to be 100 ms. For each case of node–link pair, we consider896

different lengths of control subframe and data subframe. The897

results are shown in Table I. For each case of node–link pair,898

when the control subframe is longer, the allocation delay is899

smaller. Thus, if we need a faster allocation procedure, a larger900

control subframe is necessary, which leads to more overhead in901

signaling. However, even if the overhead is less than 10% for902

signaling, the allocation can be done within 1 s for node–link903

pairs: 10–15, 10–20, 20–30, 20–40, and 30–45. Such a fast904

allocation procedure means that our MAC protocol is highly905

adaptive to dynamic network conditions such as topology906

change or traffic variations.907

Scenario of Multiple Interference Domains: In this scenario,908

50 nodes are randomly distributed in a square whose side909

length is 1000 m, as shown in Fig. 9. The distributed MAC910

protocol with modified ANN packet transmission in Section IV911 Fig. 9. Topology.
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Fig. 10. Network throughput under different traffic distributions. (a) Balanced traffic distribution. (b) Unbalanced traffic distribution. (c) Network throughput.

Fig. 11. ANN packet reception probability in the network with multiple interference domains. (a) Control subframe: 10 ms. (b) Control subframe: 15 ms.
(c) Control subframe: 20 ms.

is adopted. In this protocol, the ANN packets are broadcast after912

a randomly chosen waiting time for several rounds.913

c) Network throughput: The impact of the traffic dis-914

tribution to the network throughput is illustrated in Fig. 9.915

Since there exists multiple interference domains, the distributed916

protocol DGR-SROTSA may have allocation error due to col-917

lision in ANN packets. Thus, we properly choose broadcasting918

rounds and backoff window to reduce collisions. We randomly919

choose 88 links in Fig. 9 for the test. Two cases with different920

traffic distributions are considered. In the first case, the traffic921

demand of each link is balanced and is uniformly distributed922

in {32, . . . , 96}, as shown in Fig. 10(a). In the second case,923

the traffic demand of each link is unbalanced and is uni-924

formly distributed in either {1, 32} or {96, 128}, as shown925

in Fig. 10(b). The network throughputs of these two cases are926

shown in Fig. 10(c). As compared with the traditional channel-927

width adaptation scheme (i.e., SRTCWA), our MAC protocol928

with OFDMA-based channel-width adaptation improves the929

network throughput by 12% and 24%, respectively, in these two930

cases. Higher throughput improvement is achieved in the case931

of unbalanced traffic distribution because our MAC protocol932

leverages OFDMA-based channel-width adaptation to allocate933

resource in more proper way.934

d) Performance of the modified ANN packet broadcasting935

mechanism: In Section IV-D, we propose that an ANN packet936

is broadcast after a randomly selected waiting time for several 937

rounds to reduce the collision probability. In this experiment, 938

this mechanism is investigated with respect to different broad- 939

casting rounds KANN and backoff window WANN. In Fig. 9, 940

we randomly choose 88 links for testing. Three cases (with 10-, 941

15-, and 20-ms control subframes) are considered. In each 942

case, the number of broadcasting rounds KANN varies from 943

1 to 5, and the broadcasting delay is randomly chosen in the 944

backoff window WANN. WANN is set 2, 4, 8, and 16 (the unit 945

is the transmission time of an ANN packet), respectively. The 946

reception probability of ANN packets is defined as the ratio 947

of the correctly received ANN packets over total transmitted 948

ANN packets. In Fig. 11, for the fixed KANN in all cases, 949

the correct reception probability is higher with larger WANN. 950

Similarly, for the fixed WANN, the correct reception probability 951

increases with a larger KANN. In each case, when KANN = 952

3 and WANN = 16 or when KANN = 4 and WANN = 8, the 953

reception probability near reaches 1. 954

e) Resource-allocation delay: The total delay required 955

for the distributed resource-allocation procedure is also inves- 956

tigated. In our simulation, the sum of the control subframe and 957

the data subframe is assumed to be 100 ms, and three cases 958

(with 10-, 15-, and 20-ms control subframes) are considered. 959

The results are shown in Table II. When the control subframe is 960

longer, the allocation delay is smaller. Thus, if we need a faster 961
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TABLE II
TOTAL RESOURCE ALLOCATION DELAY FOR THE SCENARIO OF MULTIPLE INTERFERENCE DOMAINS

allocation procedure, a larger control subframe is necessary,962

which leads to more overhead in signaling. In each case, for963

a fixed KANN, the allocation delay becomes larger as WANN964

increases. Similarly, for a fixed WANN, the allocation delay965

grows as KANN increases. For KANN = 3 and WANN = 16,966

the maximum resource-allocation delay among three cases is967

1.70 s (i.e., in the 10 ms control subframe case). For KANN =968

4 and WANN = 8, the maximum resource-allocation delay969

among three cases is 1.21 s (i.e., in the 10 ms control subframe970

case). Therefore, with 10% signaling overhead (due to the971

control subframe), the reception probability reaches 1 with a972

resource-allocation delay of less than 2 s.973

VI. CONCLUSION974

In WMNs, there always exists a mismatch between link975

capacity and traffic demand. In this paper, an OFDMA-based976

channel-width adaptation mechanism has been designed to977

alleviate such a mismatch of each link in WMNs. It was978

formulated as a time slot and subchannel allocation problem979

and was proved to be NP-complete. Thus, a greedy algorithm980

and a GA were derived to obtain a suboptimal solution. Based981

on the greedy algorithm, a distributed MAC protocol was de-982

veloped to conduct channel-width adaptation for all links in the983

WMN. Simulation results showed that the new MAC protocol984

outperformed MAC protocols with traditional channel-width985

adaptation. The channel-width adaptation mechanism studied986

in this paper assumes that the traffic demand on each link is987

given. In practice, traffic demand of a link is closely related988

to MAC/routing cross-layer design. How to consider channel-989

width adaptation under the framework of MAC/routing cross-990

layer design is a key factor to further improve the network991

performance of WMNs, which is an interesting topic for future992

research.993
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